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1. DEDUCTIVE AND INDUCTIVE SYSTEMATIZATION

CIENIEJKESEARCH in its various branchesseeksnot merely to record
particular occurrences in the world of our experience: it tries to discgyer

regularities in the flux of events and thus to establish general l_awslw_h#ic_h_may

be used for pi:igidiieptjign,"postdiction,1and explanation.

The principles of Newtonian mechanics, for example, make it possible,

giventhe present positions and momenta of the celestial objects that make up

the solar system, to predict their positions and momenta for a specified future

timeor to postdict them for a specified time in the past; similarly, those princi

plespermit an explanation of the present positions and momenta by reference

to thoseat some earlier time. In addition to thus accounting for particular facts,

the principles of Newtonian mechanics also explain certain “general facts,"

1. This term was suggested by a passage in Reichenbach (1944),where the word ‘postdicta

bility'isused to refer to the possibility of determining “past data in terms of given observations"

(p. 13). In a similar context, Rylc uses the term 'retrodict' (see for example 1949, p. 124), and

Walsh speaksof the historian's business “to 'retrodict’ the past: to establish, on the basisof

presentevidence, what the past must have been like" (1951, p. 41). According to a remark in

Acton's review of Walsh's book (Mind, vol. 62 (1953), pp. 564—65).the word ‘rctrodiction'

wasused in this sense already by]. M. Robertson in Buckleand his Critics(1895).

This article is reprinted, with some changes, by kind permission of the publisher, from

MinnesotaStudies in the Philosophyof Science,vol. II. Edited by Herbert Feigl, Michael Scriven,

andGrover Maxwell, University of Minnesota Press,Minneapolis. Copyright 1958by the Uni

versityof Minnesota.
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We only cover sections 5, 9, 10. Sections 1 and 2 can be read

to contrast Hempel's presentations with Carnap's.
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i.e., empirical uniformities such as Kepler's laws of planetary motion; for the
latter can be deduced from the former.”

Scientific explanation, prediction, and postdiction all have the same logical

character: they show that the fact under consideration can be inferred from

certain other facts by means of specified general laws. In the simplest case, this

type of argument may be schematized as a deductive inference of the following
form:

(:1, C2 . . . C,

(1.1) L1,L2 ...L,
E

Here, C1,C2 . . . Ck are statements of particular occurrences (e.g., of the positions

and momenta of certain celestial bodies at a specified time), and L1, L2 . . . Lr

are general laws (e.g., those of Newtonian mechanics); finally, E is a sentence

stating whatever is being explained, predicted, or postdicted. And the argument

has its intended force only if its conclusion, E, follows deductively from the

premises.3

While explanation, prediction, and postdiction are alike in their logical

structure, they differ in certain other respects. For example, an argument of the

form (1.1) will qualify as a prediction only if E refers to an occurrence at a time

later than that at which the argument is offered; in the case of a postdiction, the

event must occur before the presentation of the argument. These differences,

however, require no fuller study here, for the purpose of the preceding dis

cussion was simply to point out the role of general laws in scientific explanation

prediction, and postdiction.

Eor these three types oiscicntific procedure, I will use the common term

‘(deductive)systematization'. More precisely, that term will be used to refer,’ first

to_any argument of the form that meets the requirements indicatedabove,
no matterTJvhether it serves as an explanation, a prediction, a postdiction, or in

still some other capacity; second, to the procedure of establishing arguments of

the kind just characterized. ' ‘

So far, we have considered only those cases of explanation, prediction, and

related procedures which can be construed as deductive arguments. There are

many instances of scientific explanation and prediction, however, which do

not fall into a strictly deductive pattern. For example, when Johnny comes

2. More accurately: it can be deduced from the principles of Newtonian mechanics that

Kepler's laws hold in approximation, namely, on the assumption that the forces exerted upon

the planets by celestial objects other than the sun (especially other planets) are negligible.

3. (added in 1964). For a fuller discussion of this schema and for certain qualifications

concerning the structural identity of explanatory and predictive arguments, see the essay

“Aspects of Scientific Explanation" in this volume.
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downwith the measles, this might be explained by pointing out that he caught

the diseasefrom his sister, who is just recovering from it. The particular ante

cedentfacts here invoked are that ofjohnny’s exposure and, let us assume, the

further fact that johnny had not had the measles previously. But to comiect

thesewith the event to be explained, we cannot adduce a general law to the

effectthat under the specified circumstances, the measles is invariably trans

mitted to the exposed person: what can be asserted is only a high probability

(inthe senseof statistical frequency) of transmission. The same type of argument

canbe used also for predicting or postdicting the occurrence of a case of the
measles.

Similarly, in a psychoanalytic explanation of the neurotic behavior of an

adultby reference to certain childhood experiences, the generalizations which

mightbe invoked to connect the antecedent events with those to be explained

canbe construed at best as establishing more or less high probabilities for the

connectionsat hand, but surely not as expressions of unexceptional uniformities.

Explanations, predictions, and postdictions of the kind here illustrated

differfrom those previously discussed in two important respects: The laws
invoked are of a different form, and the statement to be established does not

follow deductively from the explanatory statements adduced. We will now

consider these differences somewhat more closely.

The laws referred to in connection with the schema (1.1), such as the laws

of Newtonian—mechanics, are what we will call statgmjltgpjgttictly- universal_..-_H4

hum,or strictlyuniversalstatements.A statement oftliis kind is an assertion—which
mayStill—£830 the effect that all caseswhich meet certainspecified

conditionswill unexceptionally have such and such further characteristics. For

example, the statement ‘All crows are black’ is a sentence of strictly universal

form; and so is Newton's first law of motion, that any material body which is

not acted upon by an external force persists in its state of rest or of rectilinear

motion at constant speed.

The laws invoked in the second type of explanatory and related arguments,

on the other hand, are, as we will say, of statisticalform; they are statisticalprob

abilitystatements.A statement of this kind is an assertion—which may be true

or false—to the effect that for cases which meet conditions of a specified kind,

theprobability of having such and such further characteristics is so—and-somuch.‘

4. The distinction here made concerns. then, exclusively theform of the statements under

consideration and not their truth status nor the extent to which they are supported by

empiricalevidence. If it were established, for example, that actually only 80 per cent of allcrows

areblack, this would not show that ‘Allcrows are black', or S1for short. was a statisticalprobab

ility statement, but rather that it was a false statement of strictly universal form. and that ‘The

probability for a crow to be black is .8,’or 52for short, was a true statement of statisticalform.

(Continued overleaf)
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To put the distinction in a nutshell: A strictly universal statement of the

simplest kind has the form ‘All casesof P are cases of Q’; a statisticalprobability

statement of the simplest kind has the form ‘The probability for a case of P to

be a caseof Q is r.’ While the former implies an assertion about any particular

instance of P—namely, that it is also an instance of Q—the latter implies no

similar assertion concerning any particular instance of P or even concerning any

finite set of such instances.5 This circumstance gives rise to the second distinctive

characteristic mentioned above: the statement E describing the phenomenon

being explained, predicted, or postdicted (for example, johnny’s catching the

measles) is not logically deducible from the explanatory statements adduced

[for example, (C1)Johnny was exposed to the measles; (C2) johnny had not

previously had the measles; (L) For persons who have not previously had the

measles and are exposed to it, the probability is .92 that they will contract the

disease]; rather, on the assumption that the explanatory statements adduced

are true, it is very likely, though not certain, that E is true as well. This kind of

argument, therefore, is inductive rather than strictly deductive in character:

it offers the conclusion E on the basisof other statements which constitute only

partial, if strongly supporting, grounds for it. An argument of this kind—no

matter whether it is used for explanation, prediction, or postdiction, or for yet

another purpose—will be called an inductivesysmnatizatiou. In particular, 313’

will assume of_919_illcl!LC£i¥£_s¥smxngtizqtipllthatjhg .conclusignis not logically

implied by the premises: Again, the procedure of establishing an arguinenrthof

them.— just‘fscriEd will alsobegalled.inslHQEiVEjXEEQHEIQZati011
By way of further illustration, let us note here two explanatory arguments

5. For a fuller discussion of this point, see, for example, Nagel (1939, section 7), Reichen

bach (1949, sections 63—07),Cramér (1946. Chapter 13).

(I. The explanatory and predictive useofstatistical laws constitutes perhaps the most impor

tant type ofinductive systematization; but the occurrence of such laws among the premises is

not required by our general concept ofinductive systematization. And indeed. asCarnap (1950,

pp. 574—75)has pointed out, it is sometimes possible to make predictions of an inductive

character exclusively on the basisofinformation about a finite set of particular cases,without

the mediation of any laws whatever. For example. information to the effect that a large sample

of instancesof P has been examined, that all ofits elements have the characteristic Q, and that

a certain case x. not included in the sample, is an instance of P, will lend high inductive support

to the prediction that x, too, has the characteristic Q. Also, it is sometimes possible to base an

inductive systematization on a set of premises which include one or more strictly universal

statements, but no statistical laws. An example of such a systematization will be found in

Section 9, in the prediction based on the formulas (9.())-(‘).12).

Furthermore. to be sure, neither 5, nor Sacanever beestablished conclusivelyztheycanonly

be more or less well supported by available evidence; each of them thus has a more or less

high logical, or inductive, probability, relative to that evidence. But this again does not alTect

at all the fact that S1is of strictly universal and S2of statistical form.
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whichare of the inductive kind just characterized. They are adduced by von

Misesin a statement to the effect that the everyday notion of causal explanation

willeventually adjust itself to changes in the logical form of scientific theories

(especiallyto the use of statistical probability statements as explanatory prin

ciples):“We think," von Mises says, that “people will gradually come to be

satisfiedby causal statements of this kind: It is becausethe die was loaded that

the‘six’shows more frequently (but we do not know what the next number

Willbe); or: Becausethe vacuum was heightened and the voltage increased, the

radiationbecame more intense (but we do not know the precise number of

scintillationsthat will occur in the next minute)."" Clearly, both of these state

mentscan be construed as inductive explanations of certain physical phenomena.

All the cases Of;S_CiQQ§lt1£“systematization we have considered share this

characteristic:they make usegf laws or generalprincipleseitherof
Stricgygjlgilersalmgrof sZtafisticalform. These general laws have the function

0festablishingsystematic connections among empirical facts in such a way that

withtheir help some empirical occurrences may be inferred, by way of explan

ation,prediction, or postdiction, from other such occurrences. When, in an

explanation,we say that the event described by E occurred "because" of the

circumstancesdetailed in Cl, C2 . . . Ck, that phrase has significance if it can be

construedas referring to general laws which render C1, C2 . . . Ck relevant to

Ein the sensethat, granted the truth of the former, they make the truth of the

lattereither certain (as in a deductive systematization) or inductively probable

(asin an inductive systematization). It is for this reason that the establishment

0f general laws is of crucial importance in the empirical sciences.

2. OBSERVABLESAND THEORETICAL ENTITIES

Scientific:.systematizatipnfisultimately- -aimed .at.establishing explanatory
andpredictiveorderamongthe bewilderineg complex f‘data”of our experience,

the,phenomena than be “directly observedH by us. It is a remarkable fact,
therefore,thaFlegreatest advances in scientific systematization have not been

accomplished by means of laws referring explicitly to__c).bseryables,i.e., to things

andeventswhich are ascertainable by direct observation, but rather bywnieapigf

laws that speak of various hypothetical, or theoretical, entities, i.e., presumptive

ObWt-s,aridnzittributes which cannot be perceivedor otherwisedirectly
Observed by us.

7. Mises (1951, p. 188). Whether it is advisable to refer to explanations of this kind as

causal is debatable: since the classical conception of causality is intimately bound up with

the idea of strictly universal laws connecting cause and effect. it might be better to reserve the

term 'causal explanation' for some of those explanatory arguments of form (1.1) in which all

the laws invoked are of strictly universal form.
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For a fuller discussion of this point, it will be helpful to refer to the familiar

rough distinction between two levels of scientific systematization: the level of

empiricalgeneralization, and the level of theoryformation.8 The early stages in the

development of a scientific discipline usually belong to the former level, which

is characterized by the search for laws (of universal or statistical form) which

establish connections among the directly observable aspects of the subject

matter under study. The more advanced stages belong to the second level,where

research is aimed at comprehensive laws, in terms of hypothetical entities,
which will account for the uniformities established on the first level. On the

first level, we find everyday physical generalizations such as ‘Where there is

light there is heat’, ‘Iron rusts in damp air’, ‘Wood floats on water, iron sinks in

it’; but we might assign to it also such more precise quantitative laws as Galileo’s,

Kepler’s, Hooke's, and Snell’s laws, as well as botanical and zoological general

izations about the concomitance of certain observable anatomical, physical,

functional, and other characteristics in the members of a given species; general

izations in psychology that assert correlations among diverse observable aspects

of learning, of perception, and so forth; and various descriptive generalizations

in economics, sociology, and anthropology. All these generalizations, whether

of strictly universal or of statisticalform, purport to express regular connections

among directly observable phenomena, and they lend themselves, therefore, to

explanatory, predictive, and postdictivc use.

On the second level, we encounter general statements that refer to electric,

magnetic, and gravitational fields, to molecules, atoms, and a variety of sub

atomic particles; or to ego, id, superego, libido, sublimation, fixation, and

transference; or to various not directly observable entities invoked in recent

learning theories.

In accordance with the distinction here made, we will assume that the (extra

logical) vocabulary of empirical science,or of any of its branches, is divided into
two classes:observationaltermsand theoreticalterms.In regard to an Mal

term it is possible, under suitable circumstances, to decide by means of direct
Wes ordoesnotapplytoagivensittition.

Observation may here be construed so andly as to inclu&:not only per

ception, but also sensation and introspection; or it may be limited to the per

ception of what in principle is publicly ascertainable, i.e., pcrceivable also by

others. The subsequent discussion will be independent of how narrowly or

how liberally the notion of observation is construed; it may be worth noting,

8. Northrop (1947, Chapters [11and IV), for example, presents this distinction very sug

gestively; he refers to the two levels as "the natural history stage of inquiry" and "the stage

of deductively formulated theory." A lucid and concise discussion of the idea at hand will

be found in Feigl (1948).
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however, that em irical science aims for a system of publicly testable statements,

and that, accordingly, thewgbservationaldata _whosg_c_or_rectprediction is the

hallmarkofa'surcgessfglihecgyaregvleast thought of as couched in terms whose

win—13513753[given situation different individuals can ascertain with high
\ 7 _-.-Ht. __

:11;er bi meansof dipcfigbsirygtion. Statementswhich purport to des
cribereadingsof measuring instruments, changes in color or odor accompanying
a chemicalreaction, verbal or other kinds of overt behavior shown by a given

subject under specified observable conditions—these all illustrate the me of

intersuly'ectim'lyapplicable observational terms.”

Theoretical terms, on the other hand, usually purport to refer to not directly

observableentities and their characteristics; they function, in a manner soon

to beexamined more closely, in scientific theories intended to explain empirical

generalizations. '

The preceding characterization of the two vocabularies is obviously vague;

it offersno precise criterion by means of which any scientific tertn maybe un

equivocally classified as an observational term or as a theoretical one. gilt not

suchprecise criterion is needed here; the questions to be examined in this essay

are independent of precisely where the dividing line between the terms of the
observationaland the theoretical vocabularies is drawn.

3. WHY THEORETICAL TERMS?

The use of theoretical terms in science gives rise to a perplexing problem:

Why should science resort to the assumption of hypothetical entities when it is

interestedin establishing predictive and explanatory connections among ob
servables:Would it not be sufiicient for the purpose, and much lessextravagant

at that, to search for a system of general laws mentioning only observables, and

thusexpressed in terms of the observational vocabulary alone?

Many general statements in terms of observables have indeed been formu

lated; they constitute the empirical generalizations mentioned in the preceding

9. In his essay on Skinner’s analysis of learning (in Estes er al. 1945), Verplanck throws

an illuminating sidelight on the importance, for the observational vocabulary (the terms
of the data-language, as he calls it), of high uniformity of use among different experimenters.

Verplanckargues that while much of Skinner's data-language is sound in this respect. it is“con

taminated” by two kinds of term that are not suited for the description of objective scientific
data.The first kind includes terms “that cannot be successfullyusedby many others" ;the second

kind includes certain terms that should properly be treated as higher-order theoretical ex

pressions.

The nonpreciseand pragmatic character of the requirement of intersubjective uniformity

of useis nicely reflectedin Verplanck‘s conjecture “that if one were to work with Skinner. and
read his'reeords with him. he would find himself able to make the same diseriminations as

does Skinner and hence eventually give some of them at leastdata-language status" (lac.at,

p. 27911).
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section. But, vexingly, many if not all of them suffer from definite short

comings: they usually have a rather limited range of application; and even

within that range, they have exceptions, so that actually they are not true general

statements. Take for example, one of our earlier illustrations:

(3.1) Wood floats on water; iron sinks in it.

This statement has a narrow range of application in the sense that it refers only

to wooden and iron objects and concerns their floating behavior only in regard

to water.10 And, what is even more serious, it has exceptions: certain kinds of

wood will Sink in water, and a hollow iron sphere of suitable dimensions will
float on it.

As the history of science shows, flaws of this kind can often be remedied by

attributing to the subject matter under study certain further characteristics

which, though not open to direct observation, are connected in specifiedways

with its observable aspects, and which make it possible to establish systematic

connections among the latter. For example, a generalization much more satis

factory than (3.1) is obtained by means of the concept of the specificgravity of

a body x, which is definable as the quotient of its weight and its volume:

(3.2) Def. s(x)= w(x)/v(x)

Let us assume that w and v have been characterized operationally, i.e., in terms

of the directly observable outcomes of specified measuring procedures, and

that therefore they are counted among the observables. Then 5, as determined

by (3.2), might be viewed as a characteristic that is less directly observable;

and, just for the sake of obtaining a simple illustration, we will classifys as a

hypothetical entity. For 3,we may now state the following generalization, which

is a corollary of the principle of Archimedes:

(3.3) A solid body floats on a liquid if its specific gravity is less than that of the

liquid.

This statement avoids, first of all, the exceptions we noted above as refuting

(3.1); it predicts correctly the behavior of a piece of heavy wood and of a hollow

iron sphere. Moreover, it has a much wider scope: it refers to any kind of solid

object and concerns its floating behavior in regard to any liquid. Even the new

10. It should be mentioned, however, that the idea of the range of application of a general

ization is here used in an intuitive sense which it would be difficult to explicate. The range of

application of (3.1), for example, might plausibly be held to be narrower than here indicated:

it might be construed as consisting only ofwooden-objectS-placed-in-water and iron-objects

placed-in-water. On the other hand. (3.1) may be equivalently restated thus: Any object

whatever has the two properties of either not being wood or floating on water, and of either

not being iron or sinking in water. In this form, the generalization might be said to have the

largest possible range of application, the class of all objects whatsoever.
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generalization has certain limitations, of course, and thus invites further im

provement. But instead of pursuing this process, let us now examine more

closelythe way in which a systematic connection among observables is achieved

by the law (3.3), which involves a detour through the domain of unobservables.

Suppose that we wish to predict whether a certain solid object 12will float

ona given body I of liquid. We will then first have to ascertain, by appropriate

operational procedures, the weight and the volume of b and I. Let the resultsof

thesemeasurementsbe expressed by the following four statements 01, Oz,0,, 0‘:

(3 ) 01: w(b)= wl; Oz: v(b)= v1
' 03: w(l)=w2; O4: v(l)=v2

where w], wz, :21,V2,are certain positive real numbers. By means of the definition

(3.2),we can infer, from (3.4), the SPCCiflCgravities of b and I:

(35) 5(5) = “’1/1’1i-‘(ll = wz/Vz

Supposenow that the Firstof these values is less than the second; then (3.4), via

(3.5)implies that

(3.6) 5(1)) < s(l)

By means of the law (3.3), we can now infer that

(3.7) b floats on I

Thissentencewill also be called 05. The sentences 0,, 02, 03, O4, 05 then share

the characteristic that they are expressed entirely in terms of the observational

vocabulary; for on our assumption, ‘w’ and ‘v’ are observational terms, and so

are ‘b’and ‘l', which name certain observable bodies; finally, ‘floats on’ is an
observational term because under suitable circumstances, direct observation

willshow whether a given observable object floats on a given observable liquid.

On the other hand, the sentences (3.2), (3.3), (3.5), and (3.6) lack that character

istic,for they all contain the term ‘3’,which, in our illustration, belongs to the

theoretical vocabulary.

The systematic transition from the “observational data" listed in (3.4) to

the prediction (3.7) of an observable phenomenon is schematized in the accom

panying diagram. Here, an arrow represents a deductive inference; mention,

o (3-2) ‘

012) —-—> 3(1))= til/w1 (3 3)

(3'8) (3.2) ? Tia) < 5(1)——> 05

0'} -——>5([) = Vz/wz04
J

l a : :
Data described Systematic connection effected by statements Prediction
in terms of making reference to nonobscrvables in terms of

observables observables
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above an arrow, of a further sentence indicates that the deduction is effected by

means of that sentence, i.e., that the conclusion stated at the right end follows

logically from the premises listed at the left, taken in conjunction with the

sentence mentioned above the arrow. Note that the argument just considered

illustrates the schema (1.1), with 01, Oz, 03, O4 constituting the statementsof

particular facts, the sentences (3.2) and (3.3) taking the place of the general laws,
and 05 that of E.“

Thus, the assumption of nonobservable entities servesthe purposesof system

atization: it provides connections among observables in the form of laws con

taining theoretical terms, and this detour via the domain of hypothetical entities

offers certain advantages, some of which were indicated above.
In the case of our illustration, however, brief reflection will show that the

advantages obtained by the “theoretical detour" could just as well have been

obtained without ever resorting to the useof a theoretical term. Indeed, by virtue

of the definition (3.2), the law (3.3) can be restated as follows:

(3.3). A solid body floats on a liquid if the quotient of its weight and its volume

is less than the corresponding quotient for the liquid.

This alternative version clearly shares the advantages we found (3.3) to have

over the crude generalization (3.1); and, of course, it permits the deductive

transition from 01, 02, 03, 0a to 05 just aswell as does (3.3)in conjunction with

(3.2).

The question arises therefore whether the systematization achieved by

general principles containing theoretical terms can always be duplicated by

means of general statements couched exclusively in observational terms. To

prepare for an examination of this problem, we must first consider more closely

the form and function of a scientific theory.

4. STRUCTURE AND INTERPRETATION OF A THEORY

Formally, a scientific theory may be_cons_idercdas a set of sentences expressed
- -_———-—vr—

11. Since (3.2)was presented as a definition, it might be considered inappropriate to include

it among the general laws efTectingthe predictive transition from 01, Oz. 0,, O‘. to 05. And

indeed, it is quite possible to construe the concept of logical deduction as applied to (1.1) in

such a way that it includes the use of any definition as an additional premise. In this case,

(3.3) is the only law invoked in the prediction here considered. On the other hand, it is also

possible to treat sentences such as (3.2). which are usually classified as purely definitional, on a

par with other statements of universal form, which are qualified as general laws. This view is

favored by the consideration, for example. that when a theory conflictswith pertinent empirical
data, it is sometimes the "laws" and sometimes the “definitions” that are modified in order to

accommodate the evidence. Our analysis of deductive systematization is neutral with respect
to this issue.
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in m of a specificvocabuEy. The vocabulary, VT,of a theory T will be
understood to conga of the extralogical terms of T, i.e., those which do not

belong to the vocabulary of pure logic. Usually, some of the terms of VTare

definedby means of others; but, on pain of a circle or an infinite regress, not all

of them can be so defined. Hence, If may be_assumed_to_bedivided into two

subsets: prinlMLternis—those for which—rid definition is specified—.a—nclEiI-Zined

IBWnalogously,hmany of the sentences of a theory are derivable from others

bymeansof the principles of deductive logic (and the definitions of the defined

terms); but, on pain of a vicious circle or an infinite regress in the deduction,
not all of the theoretical sentences can be thus established. Hence, the set of

“NWCCLEX T._f?lli_ll‘$.°i$2§9l3$9§§_RYEEIEQQ£11.tenses.-OI—PDSIHIa-H’S

(alsocalledlxioms), and derivative sentences, or theorems. Henceforth, we will

assumethat theories-are stated in the form of axiomatized systems as here des

cribed;i.e., by listing, first the primitive and the derivative terms and the defini

tionsfor the latter, second, the postulates. In addition, the theory will always

be thought of as formulated within a linguistic framework of a clearly specified

logicalstructure, which determines, in particular, the rulesof deductive inference.

The classicalparadigms of deductive systems of this kind are the axiomati
zationsof various mathematical theories, such as Euclidean and various forms

of non-Euclidean geometry, and the theory of groups and other branches of

abstractalgebra;12but by now, a number of theories in empirical science have

likewisebeen put into axiomatic form, or approximations thereof; among them,

parts of classical and relativistic mechanics,13 certain segments of biological

theory“ and some theoretical systems in psychology, especially in the field of

learning;15in economic theory, the concept of utility, among others, has received
axiomatictreatment.”

12. A lucid elementary discussion of the nature of axiomatized mathematical systems

may be found in Cohen and Nagel (1934), Chapter VI; also reprinted in Feigl and Brodbeck

(1953).For an analysis in a similar vein, with special emphasis on geometry, see also Hempel

(1945).An excellent systematic account of the axiomatic method isgiven in Tarski (1941,Chap

tersVl-X); this presentation, which makes use of some concepts of elementary symbolic logic,

as developed in earlier chapters. includes several simple illustrations from mathematics. A

careful logical study of deductive systems in empirical science with special attention to

the role of theoretical terms, is carried out in the first three chapters of Braithwaite (1953)

and a logically more advanced exposition of the axiomatic method, coupled with applications

to biological theory, has been given by Woodger, especially in (1937) and (1939).

13. See. for example, Hermes (1938); Walker (1943-1949). McKinsey, Sugar, and Suppes

(1953); McKinsey and Suppes (1953), Rubin and Suppes (1953), and the further references

given in these publications. An important pioneer work in the field is Reichenbach (1924).

14. See expecially Woodger (1937) and (1939).

15. See for example, Hull et al. (1940).

16. For example, in von Neumann and Morgcnstern (1947),Chapter Ill and Appendix.
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If the primitive terms and the postulates of an axiomatized systemhave been

specified, then the proof of theorems, i.e., the derivation of further sentences

from the primitive ones—can be carried out by means of the purely formal

canons of deductive logic, and thus, without any reference to the meanings of

the terms and sentences at hand; indeed, for the deductive development of an

axiomatized system, no meanings need be assigned at all to its expressions,

primitive or derived.

Howeverradeducrimystemccamfunction as a theory in empiricalscience

onlyif fi_t,h_a.5_b£CLleE‘}i‘LQlterpretqtioLbyreference to empirical phenomena.

WMgQchhinterpretationE beingeffectedbythespecificationofa
set of interpretative sentences,which connect certain terms of the theoretical

vocabulary. with observational terms.17The character of these sentences will

be examined in detail in subsequent sections; at present it may be mentioned

as an example that interpretative sentences might take the form of so-called

operational definitions, i.e., of statements specifying the meanings of theoretical

terms with the help of observational ones; of special importance among these

are rules for the measurement of theoretical quantities by reference to observ

able responses of measuring instruments or other indicators.

The manner in which a theory establishes explanatory and predictive con

nections among statements couched in observational terms can now be illus

trated in outline by the following example. Suppose that the Newtonian theory

of mechanics is used to study the motions, under the exclusive influence of their

mutual gravitational attraction, of two bodies, such as the components of a

double-star system, or the moon and a rocket coasting freely 100 miles above

the moon's surface. On the basisof appropriate observational data, each of the

two bodies may be assigned a certain mass, and, at a given instant to, a certain

position and velocity in some specified frame of reference. Thus, a first step is

taken which leads, via interpretative sentences in the form of rules of measure

ment, from certain statements 0,, O2 . . . 0“ which describe observable in

17. Statements effecting an empirical interpretation of theoretical terms have been

discussedin the methodological literature under a variety of names. For example, Reichenbach,

who quite early emphasized the importance of the idea with special reference to the relation

between pure and physical geometry, speaks of coordinative definitions (1928, section 4; also

1951. Chapter Vlll); Campbell [1920,Chapter VI; an excerpt from this chapter is reprinted

in Feigl and Brodbeck (1953)] and Ramsey (1931. pp. 212-36) assume a dictionaryconnecting

theoretical and empirical terms. (See also Section 8 below). Margenau (1950, especially

Chapter 4) speaks of rulesofcorrespondence,and Carnap (1956) has likewise used the general term

‘correspondencerules.’ Northrop's epistemic correlations (1947, especially Chapter VII) may be

viewed as a special kind of interpretative statements. For a discussion of interpretation as a

semantical procedure, see Carnap (1939, sections 23, 24, 25), and Hutten (1956, especially

Chapter II). A fuller discussionof interpretative statements is included in sections6,7, 80f the
present essay.
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strument readings, to certain theoretical statements, say H1, H2 . . . H6, which

assignto each of the two bodies a specific numerical value of the theoretical

quantitiesmass, position, and velocity. From these statements, the law of gravi

tation,which iscouched entirely in theoretical terms, leadsto a further theoretical

statement, H7, which specifies the force of the gravitational attraction the two

bodiesexert upon each other at to; and H7 in conjunction with the preceding

theoretical statements and the laws of Newtonian mechanics implies, via a

deductiveargument involving the principles of the calculus, certain statements

H3, H9, H10,H11,which give the positions and velocites of the two objects at

a specifiedlater time, say t1.Finally, use in reverse of the interpretative sentences

leads,from the last four theoretical statements, to a set of sentences 0'1, 0'2 . . .

O’m, which describe observable phenomena, namely, instrument readings

that are indicative of the predicted positions and velocities.

By means of a schema analogous to (3.8), the procedure may be represented
as follows:

(4.1) {o,, o, . . . 0,} is {H,,H, . . . H.}—G>{H1,H2. . . H,, 14,}

9.4) {H,, H,, H,,, H11}_R_>{o',, o', . . . 03,}

Here, R is the set of the rules of measurement for mass,position, and velocity;

theserules constitute the interpretative sentences; G is Newton's law of gravi
tation,and LM are the Newtonian laws of motion.

In reference to psychology, similar schematic analyses of the function of

theories or of hypotheses involving “intervening variables” have repeatedly

beenpresented in the methodological literature.” Here, the observational data

with which the procedure starts usually concern certain observable aspects of

an initial state of a given subject, plus certain observable stimuli acting upon the

latter; and the final observational statements describe a response made by the

subject. The theoretical statements mediating the transition from the former

to the latter refer to various hypothetical entities, such as drives, reserves,

inhibitions, or whatever other not directly observable characteristics, qualities,

or psychological states are postulated by the theory at hand.

5. THE THEORETICIAN’S DILEMMA

The preceding account of the function of theories raises anew the problem

encountered in section 3, namely, whether theitheoretical detgm__throug_ha

domain of not directly observable things, events, or characteristics cannot be

18. A lucid and concisepresentation may be found, for example, in Bergmann and Spence

(1941).
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entirely avoided. Assume, for example, that—as will often be the case—the

interpretative sentences as well as the laws asserted by the theory have the form

of equations which connect certain expressions in terms of theoretical quantities

either with other such expressions, or with expressions in terms of observable

quantities. Then the problem can be stated in Hull’s succinct formulation: "If

you have a secure equational linkage extending from the antecedent observable

conditions through to the consequent observable conditions, why, even though

to do so might not be positively pernicious, use several equations where one

would doe”m Skinner makes the same point in more general form when he

criticizes the construction, in psychological theories, of causal chains in which a

first link consisting of an observable and controllable event is connected with

a final (“third”) one of the same kind by an intermediate link which usually is

not open to observation and control. Skinner argues: “Unless there is a weak

spot in our causal chain so that the second link is not lawfully determined by the

first, or the third by the second, then the first and third links must be lawfully

related. If we must always go back beyond the second link for prediction

and control, we may avoid many tiresome and exhausting digressionsby exam

ining the third link as a function of the first."20

The conclusion suggested by these arguments might be called the pargdgx

cgftheorizing. It asserts that if the terms and theigianeral principles of a scientific

tHebJs’éFG‘e'their purpose, i.e., if 7they establish "definite—ConneCtionsamong

observablephenomena,thentheycanbedispensed CCBainoflaws
and interpretative statements establishingqsucha connection should then be

replaceable by a law which directly links observational antecedents to obser

vational consequents.

By adding to this crucial thesis two further statements which are obviously

true, we obtain the premises for an argument in the classicalform of a dilemma:

(5.1) If the terms and principles of a theory serve their purpose they are un

necessary,asjust pointed out; and if they do not serve their purpose they

are surely unnecessary. But given any theory, its terms and principles

either‘sege*@M ortheydonot. Hence:the termsandprinciples
of any theory are unnecessary. W

This argument, whose conclusion accords well with the views of extreme

methodological behaviorists in psychology, will be called the theoretician's
dilcnmm.

However, before yielding to glee or to gloom over the outcome of this

argument, it will be well to remember that the considerations adduced so far

19. Hull (1943, p. 284).

Z). Skinner (1953, p. 35).
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in support of the crucial first premise were formulated rather sketchily. In order

to form a more careful judgment on the issue, it will therefore be necessary to

inquire whether the sketch can be filled in so as to yield a cogent argument. To
thistask we now turn.

6. OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS AND REDUCTION SENTENCES

It will be well to begin by considering more closely the character Qimtcr

pretativese uses.In‘Wse, sucha sentencecouldbe an explicit
deEnitionof a theoretical expression in terms qfqobservationalones,as illMd

by (3.2). In this case, the theoretical term is unnecessary in the strong sense that

it can always be avoided in favor of an observational expression, its definiens.

If all the primitives of a theory T are thus defined, then clearly T can be stated

entirely in observational terms, and all its general principles will indeed be laws

that directly connect observables with observables.

This would be true, in particular, of any theory that meets the standards of

operationismin the narrow sensethat each of its terms isintroduced by an explicit

definition stating an observable response whose occurrence is necessary and

sufficient,under specified observable test conditions, for the applicability of the

term in question. Suppose, for example, that the theoretical term is a one-place

predicate, or property term, ‘Q'. Then an operational definition of the kind
just mentioned would take the form

(6.1)Def. Qx E (Cx :3 Ex)

i.e., an object x has (by definition) the property Q if and only if it is such that if

it is under test conditions of kind C then it exhibits an effect, or response, of

kind E. Tolman’s definition of expectancy of food provides an illustration:

“When we assert that a rat expects food at L, what we assert is that (1)he is

deprived of food, (2) he has been trained on path P, (3) he is now put on path P,

(4)path P is now blocked, and (5) there are other paths which lead away from

path P, one of which points directly to location L, then he will run down the

path which points directly to location L.”21We can obtain this formulation by

replacing, in (6.1), ‘Ox’ by ‘rat x expects food at location L’, ‘Cx’ by the con

junction of the conditions (1), (2), (3), (4), (5) for rat x, and ‘Ex’ by ‘x runs down

the path which points directly to location L’.

However, as has been shown by Carnap in a now classicalargument,22 this

manner of defining scientific terms, no matter how natural it may seem, en

21. Tolman, Ritchie, and Kalish (1946, p. 15). See the detailed critical analysisofTolman's

characterization of expectancy in MacCorquodalc and Mcehl (1945,pp. 179-81).
22. See Carnap (1936-37), section 4.
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counters a serious difficulty. For on the standard extensional interpretation, a

conditional sentence, such as the definiens in (6.1), is false only if its antecedent

is true and its consequent false. Hence, for any object which does not satisfy

the test conditions C, and for which therefore the antecedent of the definiens is

false, the definiens as a whole is true; consequently, such an object will be

assigned the property Q. In terms of our illustration: of any rat not exposed to

the conditions (1)-(5) just stated, we would have to say that he expected food

at L—no matter what kind of behavior the rat might exhibit.

One way out of this difficulty is suggested by the following consideration.

In saying that a given rat expects food at L, we intend to attribute to the animal

a state or a disposition which, under circumstances (1)-(5), will cause the

rat to run down the path pointing directly to L; hence, in a proper operational
definition, E must be tied to C nomologically, i.e., by virtue of general laws of

the kind expressing causal connections. The extensional ‘if . . . then . . .'—

which requires neither logical nor nomological necessity of connection—

would therefore have to be replaced in (6.1) by a stricter, nomological counter

part which might be worded perhaps as ‘if . . . then, with causal necessity, . . .'.
However, the idea of causal or of nomological necessity here invoked is not

Clearenough at present to make this approach seem promising.23

Carnap“ has proposed an alternative way of meeting the difiiculty encoun

tered by definitions of the form (6.1); it consists in providing a partial rather

than a complete specification of meaning for ‘Q'. This is done by means of

so-called reduction sentences; in the simplest case, (6.1) would be replaced by

the following bilateral reduction sentence:

(6. ) CxD(QxEEx)

This sentencespecifiesthat if an object is under test conditions of kind C, then

it has the property Q just in case it exhibits a response of kind E. Here, the use

of extensional connectives no longer has the undesirable aspects it exhibited in

(6.1).If an object isnot under test conditions C, then the entire formula (6.2)is true

of it, but this implies nothing as to whether the object does, or doesnot, have the

property Q. On the other hand, while (6.1)offers a full explicit definition of ‘Q',

(6.2) specifiesthe meaning of ‘Q’ only partly, namely, for just those objects that

meet condition C; for those which do not, the meaning of ‘Q' is left umpecierd.

23. On this point, and on the general problem of explicating the conceptof a law of

nature, see Braithwaite (1953),Chapter IX; Burks(1951); Carnap (1956).section9; Goodman

(1955); Hempcl and Oppenheim (1948), Part III; Reichenbach (1954).

24. In his theory ofrcduction sentences,developed in Camap (1936-37).There is aquestion,

however. whether certain conditions which Carnap imposes upon reduction sentences do

not implicitly invoke causal modalities. On this point, see Hempel (1963), section 3.
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In our illustration, (6.2) would specify the meaning of ‘x expects food at L' only

for rats that meet conditions (1)-(5); for them, running down the path which

points to L would be a necessary and sufficient condition of food expectancy.

In reference to rats that do not meet the test conditions (1)-(5), the meaning of

‘xexpects food at L’ would be left open; it could be further specified by means
ofadditional reduction sentences.

In fact, it is this interpretation which is indicated for Tolman's concept of

food expectancy. For while the passage quoted above seems to have exactly the

form (6.1), this construal isruled out by the following sentencewhich immediately

follows the one quoted earlier: “When we assert that he does not expect food
at location L, what we assert is that, under the same conditions, he will not run

down the path which points directly to location L.” The total interpretation

thus given to ‘rat at expects food at L’ is most satisfactorily formulated in terms

of a sentence of the form (6.2), in the manner outlined in the preceding para

graph.25

As this example illustrates, reduction sentences .ogeraprecise fornLulationof

the intent ofWMQJLQQDEL By expressingthe latter as merelypartial
specifications of meaning, they treat theoretical concepts as “open”; and the

provision for a set of different, and mutually supplementary, reduction sen

tences for a given term reHects the availability, for most theoretical terms, of

different operational criteria of application, pertaining to different contexts.26

However, while an analysis in terms of reduction sentencesconstrues theor

eticaltermsasnot fullydefinedby remrvabTe—sjit doesliotprove
that afrilldexpljc‘it.definition in observational terms cannotbe achievedfqrmtheor

eticalexpressions.Amide—edit questionablewhether a proqfto this
mven be significantlyaskedfor. The next sectiondealswith this
issue in some detail.

7. ON THE DEFINABILITY OF THEORETICAL TERMS BY MEANS

OF AN OBSERVATIONAL VOCABULARY

The first, quite general, point to be made here is this: a definition of any

term, say ‘v’, by means of a set V of other terms, say ‘ul', ‘vz’ . . . vn’, has to

specify a necessary and sufficient condition for the applicability of ‘v’, expressed

in terms of some or all of the members of V. And in order to be able to judge

whether this can be done in a given case, we will have to know how the terms

25. And in fact, the total specification of meaning effected by the passages quoted is then

summarized by the authors in their "definition" DF II, which has exactly the form (6.2) of

a bilateral reduction sentence for ‘rat it expects food at L’. [Tolman, Ritchie, and Kalish (1946,

p. 15.)]

26. For a fuller discussion, see Carnap (1936—37),section 7 and (1956), section 10.
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under consideration are to be understood. For example, the vocabulary con

sisting of the terms ‘male’ and ‘offspringof ’permits the formulation of anecessary

and sufficientcondition of application for the term ‘son of ’in its biological, but

not in its legal sense. How the given terms are to be understood can be indicated

by specifying a set U of sentences which are to be considered as true, and which

connect the given terms with each other and perhaps with other terms. Thus,

U will be a set of sentences containing ‘v’, ‘vl’ . . . ‘vn’and possibly also other

extralogical constants. For example, in the case of the biological useof the terms

‘son', ‘male’,and ‘offspring’, in reference to humans, the following setof sentences

—let us call it Ul—might be given: ‘Every son is male,’ ‘No daughter is male,’

‘x is an offspring of y if and only if x is a son or a daughter of y'.

Generally, the sentences of U specifyjust what assumptions are to be made,

in the search for a definition, concerning the concepts under consideration; and

the problem of definability now turns into the question whether it is possible

to formulate, in terms of III,Va. . . v", a condition which, in virtueoft/1cassumptions

included in. U, will be both necessary and sufficient for 12.Thus, using an idea set

forth and developed technically by Tarski,27we see that the concept of defina

bility of ‘v’ by means of ‘v’l, ‘Va’. . . ‘vn' acquires a precise meaning only if it

is explicitly relativized by reference to a set U of specifying assumptions. That

precise meaning may now be stated as follows:

(7.1) ‘v’isdefinable by means of the vocabulary V = {‘vl’, ‘vz', . . ., ‘vn’}relative

to a fInite set U of statements containing, at least, ‘v’ and all the elements of V

if from U there is deduciblc at least one sentence stating a necessary and suHicient

condition for vin terms of no other cxtralogical constants than the members of V.

If all the terms under study are one-place predicates of the first order, for

example, then a sentence of the required kind could most simply be stated in
the form

(7.2) v(x) E D(x, v1, v2, . . ., tin) 7

where the expressionon the right-hand sidestands for asentciitial function whose

only free variable is ‘x', and which contains no cxtralogical constant other than
those included in V.

Similarly, in the case of our illustration, the set U1specified above implies
the statement:

x is a son of y E (x is male and x is an offspring of y)

so that, relative to U1, ‘son’ is definable as ‘male offspring’.

27. Sec Tarski (1935), especially pp. 80-83.
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A definition that is not simply a convention introducing an abbreviatnry

notation (such as the convention to let ‘x" be short for ‘x-x-x-x-x') is usually

considered as stating the synonymy of two expressions, or, as it is often put. the

identityof their meanings.Now the question of the definability of a given term

‘v' by means of a set V of other terms surely is not simply one of notational

fiat; and indeed it will normally be construed as concerning the possibility of

expressing the meaning of the term ‘v’by reference to the meanings of the mem

bers of V. Ifthis conception is adopted, then naturally the information needed

to answer the question of definability will concern the meaningsof 'v' and of the

members of V; accordingly, the statements in U which provide this information

will then be required not simply to be true, but to be analytic, i.e., true by virtue

of the intended meanings of the constituent terms. In this case, the statements in

U would have the character of meaning postulates in the sense of Kemeny and
Carnap.”8

But in a study of the defmabiligz QthcQLetical expressions by means of

observation terms, it is neither necessary nor eyen advisable to construe defin

itionE—tliisinten—s’ionalmanhethffirs-tof all, the idea of meaning, and related

notions such as those of analyticity and synonymy, are by no means as clear as

they have long been considered to be,” and it will be better, therefore, to avoid

them when this is possible.

Secondly, even if those concepts are accepted as clearly intelligible, the

definability of a theoretical term still cannot be construed exclusively as the

existence of a synonymous expression containing only observational terms: it

would be quite sqfiicient if a coex ensive (rather than a strictly cointensive, or
synonymous)expressionin temrvables wereforthcoming.Forsuch

an expression_w\ouE"i-Epiesent"aii—empiriqally necessary and sufficient obser
vational condition—ofapplicability {of the theoretical term; and this is all that

is required for our purposes. “Infact, the sentence stating the coextensiveness in

question, which might have the form (7.2) for example, can then be given the

status of a truth-by-definition, by a suitable reformalization of the theory at
hand.

It is of interest to note here that a necessary and sufficientobservational con

dition for a theoretical term, say ‘Q', might be inductively discovered even if
only a partial specificationof the meaning of ‘Q' in terms of observables were

28 See Kemcny (1951) and (1952); Carnap (1952).

29. On this point. see especially Quine (1951); Goodman (1949); White (1950) and (1956,

Part ll). The significanceof the notion of analyticity in special reference to theoretical state

ments is critically examined, for example, in Pap (1953) and (1955) and in Hempel (1903).

Arguments in defenseof concepts such as analyticity and synonymy are advanced in the follow

ing articles, among others: Carnap (1952), (1955); Grice and Strawson (1956); Martin (1952);

Mates (1951); Wang (1955).
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available. Suppose, for example, that a set of alternative conditions of appli

cation for ‘Q' has been specified by means of bilateral reduction sentences:

(7.3) Clx D (Qx E Elx)

sz Z) (Qx E Bax)

where all predicates except ‘Q’ are observational. Suppose further that suitable

investigations lead to the following empirical generalizations:

(7.4) Clx :3 (Ox E Elx)

sz D (OxE Eax)

where ‘Ox’ stands for a sentential function in ‘x’ which contains no nonobser—

vational extralogical terms. These findings, in combination with (7.3), would

inductively support the hypothesis

(7.5) Qx E Ox

which presents a necessary and sufficientobservational condition for Q. How

ever, (7.5) even if true (its acceptance involves the usual “inductive risk”) clearly

does not express a synonymy; if it did, no empirical investigations would be

needed in the first place to establishit. Rather, it states that, asa matter of empirical

fact, ‘0’ is coextensive with ‘Q’, or, that O is an empirically necessary and suffi

cient condition for Q. And if we wish, we may then imagine the theory-plus

interpretation at hand to be thrown into the form of a deductive systemin which

(7.5) becomes a definitional truth, and (7.3) assumes the character of a set of

empirical statements equivalent to those listed in (7.4). i

It might be mentioned here in passing that a similarly broad extensional

interpretation of definability is called for also in the context of the problem

whether a given scientific discipline, such as psychology, can be “reduced” to

another, such as biology or even physics and chemistry.30 For one component

of this problem is the question whether the terms of the first discipline can be

defined by means of those of the latter; and what is wanted for this purpose is

again a set of empirical hypotheses providing for each psychological term aneces

30. .On the problem of “reducing” the concepts of one discipline to those of another,

the following publications have important bearings: Nagel (1949) and (1951); Woodger
(1952, pp. 2716); Kemeny and Oppenheim (1956).
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saryand sufficientcondition of application expressedin the vocabulary ofbiology,

or of physics and chemistry.

When we say, for example, that _t_h.e__eowncep§_o’fmt_he“lagousuchemical

elements are definable physical terms by a characterization of the specific

ways in‘which‘ theirmolecules are composed of elementary physical particles,

we are clearly referringgtKo,resultsof experimentalresearch rather of a mere

analysis of what iseineantby the terms naming the various elements. If the latter

were the case, it would be quite incomprehensible why the problems pertaining

to the dcfmability of scientific terms should present any difficulty, and why they

should be the objectsof much conjecture and controversy.

The preceding considerations have important implications for our question

whether all theoreticalater‘m‘sin empirieal science~car: be defined interim of

ObS'EleElCS.First of all, they show that the‘qu’estion as stated is elliptical: to

complete it, we have toisIeeify some set U of statements aireferred to hiya-.1):
Whatsmr-easlinably bechosenfor thispurpose?Onenaturalchoicewould

be the set of all statements, in theoretical or observational terms, that are accepted

as presumably true by contemporary science. Now, this pragmatic-historical

characterization is by no means precise and unambiguous; there is a wide border

area containing statements for which it cannot be clearly determined whether

they are accepted by contemporary science. @uturigmattekrhow the claimsof
these border—area statements are adjudicated, and no matter Awhe‘re—éwithin

reasonél'thérbofderline bet—weenObservational and theoretical terms is drawn,

it is at least an open question whether the set of presently accepted scientific

statelnentsimplics for every‘theoretical terma necessaryand-sumc-E'n‘tcoridition

of applicability7Fi- teriiisgf ‘observables. Certainly ’iho's‘c“th“‘h;vé"a§serted

Stichmd—cTin—abilityhave not supported their claim by actually deducing such

conditions, or by presenting cogent general reasons for the possibility of

doing so.

There is another way in which the claim of definability may be construed,

namely as the assertion that as our scientific knowledge becomes more compre—

hensive, it will eventually be possible to deduce from it necessary and suHicient

conditions of the required kind. (This is the sense in which definability is usually

understood by those who claim the eventual definability of the concepts of

psychology in terms of those of biology or of physics and chemistry; forethat

all the requisite definition statements—even in an extensional, empirical sense—

cannot be deduced from current psychological, biological, physical, and chemi

cal principles scems clearf“) But to assert definability of a theoretical term in

this sense is to make a twofold claim: first, that the term in question will not

31. This point is discussed more fully in Hempel (1951).
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be abandoned in the further development of scientific theorizing; and second,

that general laws will be discovered which establish certain necessary and

suflicient conditions, expressible in observational terms, for the applicability

of the theoretical term at hand. Clearly, the truth of these claims cannot be

established by philosophic arguments, but at best by the results of further
scientific research.

Despite the precariousness of the problem, various claims and counterclaims

have been advanced by philosophers of science and by methodologically in

terested scientists concerning the possibility of defining theoretical terms by
reference to observables.

Some among the philosophers have simply urged that nothing short of

explicit definition in terms of a vocabulary that is clearly understood can provide

an acceptable method of introducing new terms into the language of science;
and the argument supporting this view is to the effect that otherwise the new

terms are not intelligible,32To this question we will return later. The protagonists

of this view do not make an assertion, then, about the actual definability of

the theoretical terms used in contemporary empirical science; rather, they stress

the importance of clarifying the ideas of science by restating them, as far as

possible, in a language with a clear and simple logical structure, and in such a

way as to introduce all theoretical terms by means of definitions.

Other writers have argued, in effect, that scientific theories and the way in

which they function have certain pervasive logical or methodological character

isticswhich are not affected by changes in scientific knowledge, and by reference

to which the question as to the definability of theoretical terms can be settled

without examining all the statements accepted by contemporary scienceor wait

ing for the results of further research.

An example of this type of procedure is provided by Carnap’s argument,

referred to in the begimiing of section 6 above, which shows that definitions

of the form (6.1) camiot serve to introduce scientific concepts of the kind they

are meant to specify.The argument is limited, however, in the sensethat it does

not show (and does not claim to show) that an explicit definition of theoretical

terms by means of observational ones is generally impossible.

More recently,33 Carnap has extended his examination of the problem in

the following direction. Suppose that a given object, I), exhibits this kind of

32. One writer who is impelled by his "philosophical conscience" to take this view is

Goodman (see 1951, Chapter I; 1955, Chapter II, section 1). A similar position was taken

by Russellwhen he insisted that physical objects should be conceived as“logical constructions"

out of sense-data, and thus as definable in terms of the latter (see, for example, 1929,Chapter
VIII).

33. See Carnap (1956), especially sections 9, 10.
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lawful behavior: whenever b is under conditions of a certain observable kind C,

then it shows a response of a specified observable kind B. We then say that bhas

the disposition to react to C by E; let us call this dispositional property Q for.

short. Clearly, our earlier discussion in section 6 concerns the problem of precisely

defining ‘Q’in terms of ‘C’and ‘E' ;we noted there, following Carnap, that wewill

either have to resign ourselves to a partial specification of meaning for ‘Q’ by

means of the bilateral reduction sentence (6.2); or, if we insist on an explicit

complete definition, we will have to use nomological modalities in the
definiens.

But no matter which of these alternative courses is chosen, the resulting

disposition term ‘Q' has this characteristic: if a given object b is under condition

C and fails to show response E, or briefly, if Cb but ~Eb, then this establishes

conclusively that b lacks the property Q, or brieHythat ~Qb. This characteristic,

Carnap argues, distinguishes “pure diSEOSltiQ£FEIIS,,’such as ‘Q', from the

theoretimms used in science; for thouthhe latfe—rhareconnect-eddywith the

observationaLvocabulary by c_e_r£ai_r_1_interpretatije sentgnggsjgarnafoalls

them C-rules—those rules will not, in gei_1§:_r.a_llpermit a set of observational data

(such as ‘Cb’ and ‘~Eb’555v”c) to constituteconglusive evidence for or against

the applicability of the theoretical term in a_given situation..There are two reasons~—~—__~

for this assertion. First, thgingrpretative sentences for a given theoretical term

provide an observational interpretation only within a certain limited range;

thus, for example, in the caseof the theoretical term ‘mass’,no C-rule is directly

applicable to a sentence Smascribing a certain value of mass to a given body, if

the value is either so small that the body is not directly observable or so large

that the observer cannot “manipulate the body."34

Secondly, a direct observational interpretation for a theoretical term always

involves the tacit understanding that the occurrence or absence of the requisite

observable response in the specified test situation is to serve as a criterion only

if there are no disturbing factors, or, provided that “the environment is in a

normal state."35Thus, for example, a rule of correspondence might specify the

deflection of a magnetic needle as an observable symptom of an electric current

in a nearby wire, but with the tacit understanding that the response of the needle
is to count only if there are no disturbing factors, such as, say, a sudden magnetic
storm.

Generally, then, Carnap holds that “if a scientist has decided to use a certain

term ‘M' in such a way, that for certain sentences about M, any possible ob

servational results can never be absolutely conclusive evidence but at best

34. Carnap (1956), section 10.

35. Carnap (1950). section 10.
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evidence yielding a high probability," then the appropriate place for 'M’ is in

the theoretical vocabulary.36

Now we should note, first of all, that if Carnap’s arguments are sound, they

establish that the theoretical terms of science cannot be construed as pure dis

position terms, and thus even if, by the use of nomological modalities,explicit

definitions of the latter should be achieved, this method would be unavailing

for theoreticalterms.BWments domhgw:a_nd_ arenotclaimedto
show—that theoretical terms can iii no way bmplicitly defi_lled_.i_n.-§§£"15_of

observables. In fact, if Carnap's statement quoted in the precedingparagraphis

getting“, then many terms that can be explicitly defined by meansof the obser

vational vocabulary must be qualified as theoretical. For example, let ‘R’ be

a two-place observational predicate, and let a one—placepredicate ‘M; be
defined as follows:

(7.6) Def. Mlx =_=(3y) ny

i.e., an object x has the property M1just in case it stands in relation R to at least

one object y. H, for example, ‘ny’ stands for ‘x is less heavy than y’, then M1

is the property of being exceeded in weight by at least one object, or, of not

being the heaviest of all objects.
Let us assume, as customary, that the domain of objects under study is

infinite or at least has not been assigned any definite maximum number of

elements. Consider now the possibility of conclusive observationalevidencefor

or against the sentence ‘Mla', which attributes M1to a certain objecta.Obviously,

a single observational finding, to the effect that a bears R to a certain object5,
or that Rab, would suffice to verify ‘Mla’ completely. But no finite set of obser

vational data—‘~Raa', '~Rab', ‘~Rac’, and so forth—would sufiicefor a

conclusive refutation of ‘Mla’. According to Carnap's criterion, therefore,‘Ml’,

36. Carnap (1956), section 10. An idea which is similar in spirit, but not quite as clear

in its content, has been put forward by Pap in (1953) and in (1955), sections1043 and 70, with

the claim (not made by Carnap for his argument) that it establishes the “untenability” of

the “thesis of explicit definability" of theoretical terms by means of observationalones.(Pap

1953, p. 8). On the other hand. Bergmann holds that many concepts of theoretical physics,

including "even the particle notions of classicalphysics could, in principle, be introducedby

explicit definitions. This, by the Way. is also true of all the concepts of scientificpsychology."

(19513. section 1. 1n the same context Bergmann mentions that the method of partial inter

pretation seems to be necessary in order to dissolve some of the puzzles concerningquantum

theory). However, this strong assertion is supported chiefly by sketchesof somesampledefini

tions. Bergmann suggests, for example. that 'This place is in an electric field' can be defined

by a sentence of the form ‘If R1 then Rz' where Rl stands for a sentence to the effectthat there

is an electroscopc at the place in question. and R2 stands "for the description of the behavior

of the electroscopc (in an electric field)." (1951. pp. 98-99.) However, this kind of definition

may be questioned on the basis of Carnap's arguments, which have just been considered.

And in addition, even if unobjectionable, some examples cannot establish the generalthesisat

issue. Thus, the question remains unsettled.
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though defined in terms of the observational predicate ‘R’, might have to be
classified as a theoretical term.

But possibly, in the passage quoted above, Carnap meant to require of a
theoretical term ‘M’ that for certain sentences about M no observational results

can be conclusively verificatory or falsificatory evidence. Yet even terms meeting

this requirement can be explicitly defined in terms of observables. Let ‘S' be a

three-place observational predicate; for example, ‘Sxyz' might stand for ‘x is

farther away from y than from z.’ And let ‘M; be defined as follows:

(7.7) Def. sz E (3y)(2) [~(z = y) 3 Sxyz].

In our example, an object x hasM2just in case there isan object yfrom which itis

farther away than from any other object z. Consider now the sentence ‘Mga’.As

is readily seen, no finite set of observational findings (all the relevant ones

would have the form ‘Sabc' or ‘~Sabc') can be conclusive evidence, either

verificatory or falsificatory, concerning ‘Mza’.Hence, though explicitly defined

in terms of the observational predicate ‘S’, the term ‘M2’is theoretical according

to the criterion suggested by Carnap.

The preceding discussion illustrates an elementary but important point:

whm one-placepredicate‘Q’,isdehrfed‘inte‘EIisE‘f—observables,
its dcfmiens must state a necessary and sufficient condition forth—e”applicability

of ‘Q', i.C.,>fOrJ.l1‘C’l_Zrl_l_l§h_Qfsentences of the form. ‘QliiiiBEfievenf—th‘ough that

conditionkis—tth stated _c_()_1_1.ip,lga_tvely,in observational terms, it still may not

enable us to decide, on the basis of a finite number of observational findings,

whethErMi—QTa—pplies”toa given object I); for the truth “conditionfordfgb’ as

cliaézchfi‘Ed'by-‘theidEfiiiiens may not the-equivalent to, a truth functional

compp$1113:(imitences eachuofwhich expressesa potential observational finding.

To add one more example to those given before: suppose that the property

term ‘iron object’ and the relation terms ‘attracts' and ‘in the vicinity of ’ are

included in the observational vocabulary. Then the definition

(7.8) Def. x is a magnet E x attracts every iron object in its vicinity

is in terms of observables; but the criterion it provides for an object I)being a

magnet cannot be expressed in terms of any finite number of observational

findings; for to establish that b is a magnet, we would have to show that any

piece of iron which, at any time whatever, is brought into the vicinity of b, will

be attracted by b; and this is an assertion about an infinity of cases.

To express the idea more formally, let us assume that our observational

vocabulary contains, in addition to individual names for observable objects,

just first-order predicates of any degree, representing attributes (i.e., properties

or relations) which are observable in the sense that a small number of direct

observationgwill suffice,under suitable conditions, to ascertain whether a given

object or group of objects exhibits the attribute in question.
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Now let us adopt the following definitions: An atomicsentenceis a sentence,

such as ‘Pa’, ‘Rcd’, ‘Sadg’, which ascribes an observable attribute to a specified

object or group of objects. A basicsentenceis an atomic sentence or the negation
of an atomic sentence. A molecularsentence is a sentence formed from a finite

number of atomic sentences by means of truth-functional connectives. Basic

sentences will be considered as included among the molecular sentences.

Basic sentences can be considered as the simplest statements describing

potential results of direct observation: they assert that some specifiedset of (one

or more) objects has, or lacks, such and such an observable attribute.

Now for every molecular statement S, there exist certain finite classesof

basic statements which imply S, and certain other such classeswhich imply the

negation of S. Thus, the molecular sentence “Pa v (~Pa-Rab)’ is implied by

{‘Pa’} and also by {‘~Pa’, ‘Rab’}, for example; whereas its negation is implied

by the set {‘~Pa’, ‘~Rab’}. Hence, for each molecular sentence S, it is possible

to specify a set of basic sentences whose truth would conclusivelyverify S, and
also a set of basic sentences whose truth would verify the negation of S, and

would thus conclusively refute S. Thus, a molecular sentence is capable both
of conclusive observational verification and of conclusive observational falsi

fication “in principle," i.e., in the sencc that potential data can be described
whose occurrence would verify the sentence, and others whose occurrence

would falsify it; but not of course in the sense that the two kinds of data might

occur jointly—indeed, they are incompatible with each other.
There are even some sentences of nonmolecular form, i.e., sentencescon

taining quantifiers nonvacuously, which are both completely verifiable and

completely falsifiable in the sense just specified.37 For example, the sentence

‘(x) (va Qa)’ is implied by {‘Qa'} and its negation by {‘~Pb’, ‘~Qa’}. A

similar argument applies to the sentence ‘(3x) (Px-Qc)’.
As a rule, however, nonmolecular sentences are not both verifiable and

falsifiable. This holds, in particular, for all nonmolecular sentencesof purely

general form, i.e., those containing no individual constants at all, such as

‘(x) (Px D Qx)’; but it is true also of many quantified sentences containing indi
vidualconstants. Thus, if ‘R’ and ‘S' are observational predicates, then sentences

of the type ‘(3y)Ray' are not falsifiableand sentences of the types ‘0') (az)Sayz’

and ‘(3y)(z)Sayz' are neither verifiable nor falsifiable, as is readily seen.

EXPIiCiPdcirLiEiQmPfiQiCLth ‘311‘33§.l2¥21§%9§.9f3’13l’scwm9931Milbi'lary

may accorrdjiigly’bjmdi‘videdinto two kinds: thoseme‘JI—idejuim
thwa dgpglicationforthedefinedterm,andthosewgehduqngt.The

37. (added in 1964). The present paragraph. and the next few, have been modified so as to

correct a mistaken statement made here in the original version of this essay.namely. that only
molecular sentences are both verifiable and falsifiable.
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former are simply those whose definiens, when applied to a particular case,

yields a sentence that is both verifiable and falsifiable.The following definition
is of this kind:

(7.9) Def. Son xy E Male 3: ' Offspring xy

For application of the definiens to two particular individuals, say a and 1),yields

the sentence ‘Male a . Offspring a b’, which is both verifiable and falsifiableand

thus provides a finite observationalcriterion for the application of the term ‘Son'
to a in relation to b. On the other hand, the definitions (7.6), (7.7), and (7.8)

above are among those which afford no finite observational criteria of appli

cation for the terms they define; this was pointed out earlier.

However, the circumstance that a term, say ‘M’, is originally introduced by

a definition affording no finite observational criteria for its application does not

preclude the possibility that ‘M’ may in fact be coextensive with some obser

vational predicate, or with a truth-functional compound of such predicates,say

‘Om’; and if this should be found to be the case, then ‘M' could, of course, be

redefined by ‘0"; and could thus be provided with a finiteobservational criterion

of application.

But granting certain plausible assumptions concerning the observationalvocam,itcanbeprovedthat11W Way
that provides them with finite criteria of application. We will assume that the

observational vocabulary is finite. It may contain individual names designating

certain observable objects; first-order predicate terms with any finite number of

places, representing properties and relations of observable objects; and also

functors, i.e., terms expressing quantitative aspects—such as weight in grams,

volume in cubic centimeters, or age in days—of observable objects. However,

we will suppose that each of the functors can take on only a finite number of

different values; this corresponds to the assumption that only a finite number of

different weights, for example, can be ascertained and distinguished by direct
observation. _

In contrast to the functors in the obggajjgnal vocabulary, the theoretical
VOCW’yopiWgai‘nsj‘lafge‘nuiifberoifunstormse
permissiblevaluesrgpgggxgg.Allxmlnumbcrs..(nova realinumbersMdth
a certain_interval. Thus, for example, the distance between two points may

theoretic‘allyihave any non-negative value whatever. Now a definition of the

required kind for a theoretical functor would have to specify, for each of its

permissible values, a finite observational criterion of application. Thus, in the

case of the theoretical functor ‘length', a necessary and sufficient condition, in

the form of a finite observational criterion, would have to be forthcoming for

each of the infinitely many statements of the form ‘The distance, in centimeters,

between points x and y is r’ or briefly, ‘l(x, ) = r', where r is some real number.
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Worresponding finitely
ascertainaAbleconfiguration of observables;But this is impossible becausethe

limitswofdiscrimination in direct observiLtign allow only a finiteLthougdi—jgry

large, number of~fiyr_1.i_t_elywobservableconfiguratioiiilwwddis
tingulsphpd.

However, if we do not require a finite observational criterionof application

for each permissible value of a theoretical fimct r t ' ' ' nt
.-,_ _-:v -_

values may_be.c_:1c_)“I‘I‘}_e_available.38Consider, for example, the functor ‘the number

ofCEllsqc‘ontained in organism y’. If ‘x is a cell’, ‘y is an organism’, and ‘x is con—

tained in y' are admitted as observational expressions, then it is possibleto give

a separate criterion of applicability, in terms of observables, for each of the

infinitely many values 1, 2, 3 . . . which that functor may theoretically assume.39

This can be done by means of the Frege—Russellanalysis of cardinal numbers.

For n = 1, for example, the necessary and sufficient condition is the following:

(7.10) (31!) (v) [y is an organism - ((v is a cell - u is contained in y) E (v = u))]

Thus, the reach of explicit definition in terms of observables, even in the

first-order functional calculus, is greatly extended if quantification is permitted

in the definiens. And if stronger logical means are countenanced, considerable

further extensions may be obtained. For example, the functor ‘the numberof

cells contained in y’ can be explicitly defined by the single expression

(7.11) o?(a sim at (x is a cell - x is contained in y))

Here, the circumflex accent is the symbol of class abstraction, and ‘sim' the

symbol for similarity of classes (in the sense of one-to—onematehability of their

elements).
So far, we have examined only functors whose values are integers. Can

functors with rational and even irrational values be similarly defined in terms

of observables.’ Consider, for example, the theoretical functor ‘length in centi

meters'. Is it possible to express, in observational terms, a necessaryand sufficient
condition for

(7.12) l(x,y) = r

for every non—negativevalue ofre We might try to develop a suitabledefinition

which would correspond to the fundamental method of measuring length

38. I am grateful to Herbert Bohnert who, in a conversation. provided the stimulusfor the

development of the ideas here outlined concerning the definability of functors with infinitely

many permissible values. Dr. Bohnert remarked on that occasion that explicit definitionofsuch
functors in terms of an observational vocabulary should be possible along lines indicated

by the Frege—Russelltheory ofnatural and of real numbers.
39. [fit should be objected that ‘cell' and ‘organism' are theoretical rather than observational

terms, then they may be replaced, without affecting the crux of the argument, by terms

whose observational character is less controversial, such as.‘nIarble’ and 'bag', for example.
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by means of rigid rods. And indeed, if our observational vocabulary contains

a name for the standard meter bar, and furthermore the (purely qualitative)terms

required to describe the fundamental measuring procedure, it is possible to

state, for any specified rational or irrational value of r, a necessary and sufficient

condition for (7.12). However, the defmiens will normally be teeming with

symbols of quantification over individuals and over classes and relations of

various types and will be far from providing finite observational criteria of

application. I will briefly indicate how such definitions may be obtained. Ex

pressions assumed to belong to the observational vocabulary will be italicized.

First, the segment determinedby two points x,y will be said to have a length of

100 centimeters if it is congruentwith (i.e., can be made to coincide with) the

segment marked of on the standard meter bar. Next, consider the observational

criterion for a rational value of length, say, l(x,y) = .25. It may be stated as

follows: there are four segments,each markedoj on a rigid body, such that all

four are congruentwith each other; (ii) their sum (i.e., the segment obtained by

placing them end to end along a straight line) is congruentwith the segmentmarked

01?on the standard meter bar; (iii) each of the four segments is congruent with the

segmentdeterminedbypoints x,y. Analogously, an explicit observational defmiens

can be formulated for any other value of n that is a rational multiple of 100,and

hence, for any rational value of n.
Next, the consideration that an irrational number can be construed as the

limit of a sequence of rational numbers yields the following necessary and

sufficient condition for I(x,y) = r, where r is irrational: the segmentdetermined

by the points x,y contains an infinite sequence of points x1, x2, x3 . . . such that

(i) x1 is between x and y, x2 between x1 and y, and so forth; (ii) given any segmentS

of rational length, there is a point, say xn, in the sequence such that the segments

determined by xn and y, xn+1and y, and so forth are all shorterthan S, (iii) the lengths

of the segmentsdeterminedby x and x1, x and x2, and so forth, form a sequence
of rational numbers with the limit r.

Finally, the idea underlying the preceding definition can be used to formulate

an explicit definiens for the expression ‘I(x,y)’ in such a way that its range of

values is the set of all non-negative numbers.

Definitions of the kind here outlined are attainable only at the cost of using

a strong logical apparatus, namely, a logic of setsadequate for the development

of the theory of real numbers.“0This price will be considered too high by nomin

40. The argument can readily be extended to functors taking complex numbers or vectors

of any number of components as values. Our reasoning has relied essentially on the Frege

Russell method of defining the various kinds of numbers (integers,rational, irrational, complex

numbers, etc.) in terms of the concepts of the logic of sets.For a detailed outline of the proce

dure, see Russell (1919); fuller technical accounts may be found in works on symbolic logic.
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alists, who hold that many of the logical concepts and principleshere required,

beginning with the general concept of set, are intrinsically obscure and should

not, therefore, be used in a purported explication of the meaningsof scientific

terms. This is not the place to discuss the nominalistic strictures, however, and

besides, it would no doubt be generally considered a worthwhile advance in

clarification if for a set of theoretical scientific expressionsexplicit definitions

in terms of observables can be constructed at all.

Another objection that might be raised against the definitional procedure

here outlined is that it takes a schematic and oversimplified view of the funda

mental measurement of length, and that it is rather liberal in construing as

observational certain terms needed in the definiens, such as ‘rigid body’ and

‘point’. This is quite true. By including the term ‘point’ in the observational
vocabulary, for example, we construed points as directly observable physical

objects; but our observational criterion for two points x,y determininga segment
of irrational length required that there should be an infinite sequenceof other

Points between x and y. This condition is never satisfied by the observable
“ oints” in the form of small physical objects, or marks on rigid bodies, which

are used in the fundamental measurement of length. As a consequence,the actual

performance of fundamental measurement as represented in the abovedefinition
will never yield an irrational value for the length of a segment. But this doesnot

show that no meaning has been assigned to irrational lengths; on the contrary,

our outline of the definition shows that a meaning can indeedbe formulated in

observational terms for the assignment of any specified irrational value to the

length of a physical line segment, as well as for the function ‘length in
Centimeters’ in general.

However, the concept of length thus defined is not adequate for a physical

theory which incorporates geometry, say in its Euclidean form. For the latter

requires that the length of certain segments which are well accessxbleto direct
measurement—such as the diagonal of a square whose sides have a length of

100 centimeters—be an irrational number; and statements to this effect will

ahimys turn out to be false if the criterion just discussedis made strictlydefinitory

of length; for that procedure, as we noted, will always yield a rational value for

the length of a given segment.

whgtwthewprcccding argumeilt‘abouE—wtjtative terms (representedby

funicfors)_$h,0WS.thsn. is_.Ihis,;..§hcwfa’ct_tliatwt_hewsggvgfpemm
theoreticalfunctorisinfiniteneednotprecludeanmy
ms. of a finite vocabulary.somaipinébpl?Fl‘fdwiXE$9115..Whielloggsggz
reasonably libCfal Standards, observational in character. Thc‘P-a‘ggllnlcntdoes.‘,~.~

not shOW, EQXQYCQEhg;such a definitionis available for every functor term,7."...

rcq liI'Cdby .SCicncc.(evenour, illustrative definitionnglengthlturnedout not
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to meet the needs of theoretical physics); and indeed, as was pointed out early

in ,this.s¢§§i9_11,._§.gcncralproof .to this eECct..C._am}gt_beexgeae‘a‘."’ v M H

Some writers have taken the position that even if in principle theoretical terms

could be avoided in favor of observational ones, it would be practically im

possible or—what is more serious—methodologically disadvantageous or even

stultifying to do so.

There is, for example, the answer given by Tolman and by Spence to the

problem considered by Hull, which was mentioned in section 5 above: if inter

vening theoretical variables can establish a secure linkage between antecedent

and consequent observable conditions, why should we not usejust one functional

connection that directly links antecedents and consequentsa Spence adduces

as one reason, also suggested by Tolman,‘1 the following consideration: the

mathematical function required to express the connection will be so complex

that it is humanly impossible to conceive of it all at once; we can arrive at it

only by breaking it down into a sequence of simpler functional connections,

mediated by intervening variables. This argument, then, attributes to the intro

duction of unobservable theoretical entities an important practical role in the

context of discovering interdependencies among observables, and presumably

also in the context of actually performing the calculations required for the

explanation or prediction of specific occurrences on the basis of those inter

dependencies.

An important methodological function is attributed to hypothetical entities

in an essayby Hull on intervening variables in molar behavior theory.“ Suppose

that in order to explain or predict the response of a subject in a given situation,

we ascribe to him, for the time t, of his response, a certain habit strength, which

has the status of a hypothetical entity. That strength is, in Hull's theory, “merely

a quantitative representation of the perseverative after-effects” of certain earlier
observable events, such as observable stimuli received in temporally remote

learning situations. Consequently, if reference to habit strength were avoided

by linking the subject’sobservable response at t1directly to the observable stimuli

received earlier, then we would be invoking, as causal determinants for the

response, certain observable events which at the time of the response have long

ceased to exist. And Hull rejects this notion of causal action over a temporal
distance: "it is hard to believe that an event such as stimulation in a remote

learning situation can be causally active long after it has ceased to act on the

receptors. I fully agree with Lewin that all the factors alleged to be causally

influential in the determination of any other event must be in existenceat the

41. Sec Tolman (1936), as reprinted in Marx (1951), p. 89; and Spence (1944), p. 6Sn.

42. Hull (1943).
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time of such causal action."“3 Reference to the habit strength of the subjectat

the time t1 of his response permits an explanation that accords with this

principle.

Though the concluding part of the quoted passagesounds somewhat meta

physical, the basic import of Hull's argument is methodological. It credits the

assumption of explanatory hypothetical entities with an accomplishment that

is well described by Feigl in another context: "the discontinuous and historical

character (action at a spatial and/or temporal distance)of the phenomenalistically

restricted account vanishes and is re laced b a spatio-tgniporauy continuous

(contiguous) and nomologically coliierentwfgaringl‘atignron thegllev‘elhof11x20

thetical. constructiong“ Such spatio-temporally continuous theories appear to

recommend themselves foe‘ac"165§t'{€;6‘Eascsxis':first, they possess a certain

formal simplicity, which at present can hardly be characterized in preciseterms,

but which is reflected, for example, in the possibility of using the powerful and

elegant mathematical machinery of the calculus for the deduction, from the

postulates of the theory, of explanatory and predictive connectionsamong par

ticular occurrences. And second, as was mentioned in section 3, the past develop

ment of empirical science seems to show that explanatory and predictive prin

ciples asserting discontinuous connections among (spatio-temporally separated)

observable events are likely to be found to have limited scope and various

exceptions. Theories in terms of hypothetical entities frequently make it

possible to account for such exceptions by means of suitable assumptionscon
cerning the hypothetical entities involved.

Another, more general, argument has been developed by Braithwaite,who

gives credit to Ramsey for the basic principle."5 Braithwaite’s main contention

is that “theoretical terms can only be defined by means of observable properties

on condition that the theory cannot be adapted preperly to apply to new situ

ations."‘° He elaborates this idea by reference to a precisely formulated, miniature

model of an interpreted theory. Without going into the detailsof that model,
which would require too long a digression .here, Braithwaite's claim can be

adequately illustrated, it seems, by the following example: Suppose that the

term ‘temperature' is interpreted, at a certain stage of scientific research, only
by reference to the readings of a mercury thermometer, If this observational

criterion is taken as just a partial interpretation (namely as a sufficientbut not

necessary condition), then the possibility is left open of adding further partial
interpretations, by reference to other thermometrical substances which are

43. Hull (1943), p.285.

44. Feigl (1950), p. 40.

45. See the essay “Theories” in Ramsey (1931).
46. Braithwaitc (1953), p. 76.
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usable above the boiling point or below the freezing point of mercury; this

permits a vast increase in the range of application of such laws as those connecting

the temperature of a metal rod with its length or with its electric resistance,or

the temperature of a gas with its pressure or its volume. If, however, the original

criterion is given the status of a complete definiens, then the theory isnot capable

of such expansion; rather, the original definition has to be abandoned in favor

of another one, which is incompatible with the first."

The concept of intelligence lends itself to a similar argument: if test criteria

which presuppose, on the part of the subject, the ability to read or at leastto use

language extensively are accorded the status of full definitions, then difficulties

of the sort just indicated arise when the concept and the corresponding theory

are to be extended to very young children or to animals.

However, the argument here outlined can hardly be said to establishwhat

is claimed, namely that “A theory which it is hoped may be expanded in the

future to explain more generalizations than it was originally designed to explain
must allow more freedom to its theoretical terms than would be given them

were they to be logical constructions out of observable entities”43(and thus

defined in terms of the latter). For clearly, the procedure of expanding a theory

at the cost of changing the definitions of some theoretical terms is not logically

faulty; nor can it even be said to be difficult or inconvenient for the scientist,for

the problem at hand is rather one for the methodologist or the logician, who

seeks to give a clear “explication” or “logical reconstruction” of the changes

involved in expanding a given theory. In the type of case discussed by Braith—

waite, for example, this can be done in alternative ways—either in terms of

additions to the original partial interpretation, or in terms of a total change of

definition for some theoretical expressions. And if it isheld that this latter method

constitutes, not an expansion of the original theory, but a transition to a new one,

this would raisemore a terminological question than a methodological objection.

But though the above argument against definition does not have the intended

systematic weight, it throws into relief an important heuristic aspectof scientific

theorizing: when a scientistintroduces theoreticalentitks suchaselectriccurrents,

magnetic fields, chemical valencesfor subconscious mechanisms, he intends

them to serve as explanatory factors which have an existence independent of the

observable symptoms by which they manifest themselves; or, to put it in more

sober terms: whatever observational criteria Qfappvlricatigni115gegntist may

provide are intended by‘_hiightg,,descr_ibejust symptomswogindigatiqns of the___~___,,____.

47. This point is also made in Carnap (1936-1937), section 7, in a discussion of the advan

tages of reduction sentences over definitions. Feigl argues in the same vein in his essay(1951),

in which the general principle is illustrated by examples from physics and psychology.

48. Braithwaitc (1953), p. 76.
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presenceof the entity in questioanu‘t‘ngtiggile exhaustive characterization
of it. The scienms'in—de—edlwish to leave open the possibilityof adding to his

theory further statements involving his theoretical terms—statements which

may yield new interpretative connections between theoretical and observational

terms; and yet he will regard these as additional assumptions about the same

hypothetical entities to which the theoretical terms referred before the expan

sion. This way of looking at theoretical terms appears to have definite heuristic

value. It stimulates the invention and use of powerfully explanatory concepts

for which only some links with experience can be indicated at the time, but

which are fruitful in suggesting further lines of research that may lead to addi
tional connections with the data of direct observation“.

The survey madeintheprescntsccdon has..yic_ldcdno..c.anchisivmeargumsnt

for or against the possibility ofnexplicitlyidetining allntlieoreticalElms of em

pirical science by means of a,purely observatiQnaLvocabularyLand in fact We

have found strong reasons to doubt that any argument can settle the question
once and for all.

As for the theoretical terms currently in use, it is impossible at present to

formulate observational defmientia for all of them, and thus to make them,

in principle, unnecessary. ineffect,‘therefore,“mostmtheoretical,_te_rms‘are Bres

ently usedin scienceon the basis} partialexperientialVintggggg‘talion;
and this use, as we noted, appears to offer distinct heuristic advantages.

In view of the importance ‘tHat‘”t'hh?5£t5ché§to the idea of partial interpre

tation, we will now consider what kind of formal account might be given of it,

and we will then turn to the question whether, or in what sense,the verdict of

dispensability as proclaimed by the “theoretician’s dilemma" applies also to

theoretical terms which have been only partially interpreted, and which, there

fore, cannot be dispensed with simply by virtue of definition.

8. INTERPRETATIVE SYSTEMS

Camap’s theory of reduction sentences is the first systematic study of the

logic of partial definition. The introduction of a term by means of a chain of

reduction sentences differs in two significant respects from the use of a chain

of definitions. First, it specifies the meaning of the term only partially and thus

does not provide a way of eliminating the term from all contexts in which it

may occur. Second, as a rule, it does not amount just to a notational convention,

49. A concise synopsis of various arguments in favor of invoking “hypothetical con

structs" will be found in Fcigl (1950), pp. 38-41. Some aspects of the “semantic realism"

concerning theoretical terms which Feigl presents in the same article are discussedin section

10of the present essay.
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but involves empirical assertions. If, for example, the term ‘Q’ is introduced by
the two reduction sentences

(8.1) Clx D (Qx 5 Ex)

(8.2) C22: 3 (Qx E 1322:)

then the following empirical law is asserted by implication:

(8.3) (x)[(Clx -E.x) : (czx a 52x»

i.e., roughly speaking: any object that shows a positive response under the first

test condition will, when put into the second test condition, show a positive

response as well. Thus, a chain of reduction sentencesfor a given term normally

combines two functions of language that are often considered assharply distinct:

the stipulative assignment of meaning, and the assertion or description of em

pirical fact.

Ricthion sgitenges,aswe saw earlier, arevgry’wellfuitgdfor the formulation
ofWEBgiWBEEELQSQQMQHL ELIEthey.arc..subicct
to rather severe limitations astg B33191£9513}and guis‘thgy«cignqtseenirsuflicient
toprovidegagiaépi'iggneralmafor.thapudd..mtapmauon o£,theor
eticgutggmsP" A broader view of interpretation is suggested by Campbell’s

conception of a physical theory as consisting of a “hypothesis,” represented by

a set of sentences in theoretical terms, and a “dictionary,” which relates the

latter to concepts of experimental physics (which must be interconnected by

empirical laws).51In contrast to the standard conception of a dictionary, Camp

bell’s dictionary is assumed to contain, not definitions for the theoretical terms,
but statements to the effect that a theoretical sentence of a certain kind is true

if and only if a corresponding empirical sentence of a specified kind is true.

Thus, rather than definitions, the dictionary provides rules of translation; and

partial rules at that, for no claim is made that a translation must be specified for

each theoretical statement or for each empirical statement.

This latter feature accords well, for example, with the consideration that a

particular observable macrostate of a given physical system may correspond

to a large number of theoretically distinguishable microstates; so that, for a

theoretical sentence describing just one of those micro-states, the sentence

describing the corresponding macrostate does not express a necessary and suffi

cient condition, and hence provides no translation.52

50. This has been pointed out by Carnap himself; see, for example, his (1956).

51. Sec Campbell (1920), Chapter VI. Important parts of this chapter are reprinted in

Feigl and Brodbeck (1953).

52. However, this does not show that there cannot possibly be any necessary and sufficient

condition in observational terms for the theoretical sentence: the problem of proving or dis

proving this latter claim issubject to difficultiesanalogous to thosediscussedin section7in regard

to definability.
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The statements in Campbell's dictionary evidently do not have the character

of reduction sentences; they might be formulated, however, as biconditionals

in which a sentence in theoretical terms is connected, by an “if and only if"
clause, with a sentence in observational terms.

In other contexts, neither reduction sentences nor such biconditionals seem

to be adequate. For as a rule, the presence of a hypothetical entity H, such asa

certain kind of electric field, will have observable symptoms only if certain

observational conditions, 0,, are satisfied, such as the presence of suitable detec

ting devices, which will then have to show observable responses, 02. A sentence

stating this kind of criterion woull have the character of a generalizedreduction

sentence; it might be put into the form.

(8.4) 01 D (H 3 02)

where ‘0'1 and ‘02' are sentences—possibly quite complex ones—in terms of

observables, and ‘H' is a sentence which is expressed in theoretical terms.

Jillg'tl‘i‘erghixswnogood«reasonth“limit interpretative stateinentitqiust the

three typesihere considered. In order to obtainna general‘concept of partial
interpretation, we will‘now admit as interpretative statements any sentences,

of whatever logical form, which contain theoretical and observational terms.

On the assumption that the theoretical and observational statements of empirical

science are formulated within a specified logical framework, this idea can be

stated more precisely and explicitly as follows:

(8.5) Let T be a theory characterized by a set of postulates in terms of a finite

theoretical vocabulary VT, and let VBbe a second set of extra—logicalterms,

to be called the basic vocabulary, which shares no term with VT. By

an interpretative system for T with the basis VB we will then understand

a set ] of sentences which is finite, (ii) is logically compatible
with T, (iii) contains no extra-logical term that is not contained in VTor

V , (iv) contains every element of VT and VBessentially, i.e., is not

logically equivalent to some set of sentences in which some term of VT

or VBdoes not occur at all.53

In applying the concept here defined to the analysis of scientific theories, we

will have to assume,of course, that VIic9gigsgftermswhichamanmccdmdy

understoosllheymight..1229biwgnalsgtmmmgwhagxagygsgssc

53. The intuitive notion of interpretation. as well as the conception reflectedin Campbell's

idea of an interpretative dictionary, would seem to call for the following additionalcondition:

(v) Each sentence of] contains essentially terms from VTas well as terms from VB.However.

this requirement introduces no further restriction of the concept of interpretative system; for

any system] that meets conditions (i) to (iv) can be stated in an equivalent form that satisfies

(v) as well.To this end, it sulIicesto replace the member sentences of j by their conjunction; this

yieldsa logically equivalent interpretative system which contains only one sentence,and which

satisfies (v) since] satisfies (iv).
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CXBIainedearlier.._b.ut_.wenced.not insistgn this. Que. might. 91$!!qu 5113yigW.

for example, that certain disposition terms such as ‘malleable’, ‘elastic’,‘liungry',

and ‘tired' are not strictly observation terms, and are not known to be explicitly

definable by means of observation terms; and yet, such terms might betalten

to be well understood in the sense that they are usedlwith a hjghgdeg‘reeof

agrw_b1:£952¢§cn~t_O_bSCIVCI'S. In this case, it would be quite reasonable
to use these termsin interpreting a given theory, i.e., to admit them into

VB.

Campbell’s conception of the function of his “dictionary” illustrates this

possibility very well and shows that it comes closer to actual scientificprocedure.

Campbell specifiesthat the interpretation provided by the dictionary must be

in terms of what he calls “concepts,” such as the terms 'temperature', ‘electrical

resistance’, ‘silver’, and ‘iron' as used in experimental physics and chemistry.

These are hardly observational in the narrow sense, for they are specifically

conceived as representing clusters of empirical laws: “Thus, if we say anything
about electrical resistance we assume that Ohm’s Law is true; bodies for which

Ohm’s Law is not true, gases for example, have no electrical resistance."54But

even though one might not wish to qualify these terms as observational, one

may still consider them aswell understood, and as used with high intersubjective

agreement, by scientific experimenters; and thus, they might be admitted into

VB.

Interpretative systems as just defined include as special cases all the types of

interpretation we considered earlier, namely, interpretation by explicit definitions

for all theoretical terms, by chains of reduction sentences, by biconditional

translation statements in the sense of Campbell’s dictionary, and by generalized

reduction sentences of the form (8.4); but of course they also allow for inter

pretative statements of many other forms.

Interpretative systems have the same two characteristics which distinguish

chains of reduction sentences from chains of definitions: First, an interpretative

snggyallysifcctsgqlxagarsialjntcrprctatiOn of there/Inuith ; i.e..it
doesnot lay down (byexplicit statement or by logical implication), for everyterm

in VT,a necessary and sufficient condition of application in terms of VB.Second,

like a chain of reduction sentences for a given theoretical term, an interpregive

system will normally not be plugglyirllsti‘pulatiyenincharacter, but willwir'nply

certain statenEEs—inigms of VBalone which are not logical truths, and which,

on the conception of VBas consisting of antecedently understood empirical

terms, express empirical assertions. Thus, here again, we find a combination of

the stipulative and the descriptive use of language.

54. Campbell (1920). P. 43.
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But, to turn to a third point of comparison, an interpretative system need

not provide an interpretation—complete or incomplete—for each term in VT

individually. In this respect it differs from a set of definitions, which specifies

for each term a necessary and sufficient condition, and from a set of reduction

sentences, which provides for each term a necessary and a—usually different—

sufficient condition. It_i_s_iu_it£possible that an interpretative system provides, for

some or even all of the terms in VT,no neCessary'or no suHicieI-itconditioh in

terms of , or indeed neither of the two; instead,iit might specify,by explicit

statement or by logical implication, sufficient or necessary conditions in terms

of VBonly for certain expressions containing several termsof VT—forexample,

in the manner of Campbell’s dictionary.

As a rule, therefore, when a theory T is interpreted by an interpretative

system], the theoretical terms are not dispensable in the narrow senseof being

replaceable in all contexts by defining expressions in terms of VB.Nor are they

generally dispensable in the sense that] provides, for every sentence H that can

be formed by means of VT,a “translation” into terms of V , i.e., a sentence 0

in terms of VB such that the biconditional H E O55 is logically deducible
from

Are theoretical terms, then, altogether indispensable on this broad con

ception of interpretation, so that the “paradox of theorizing" formulated in

section 5 no longer applies to them? We consider this question in the next
section.

9. FUNCTIONAL REPLACEABILITY OF THEORETICAL TERMS

The systematizing function of a theory T interpreted by an interpretative

system] will consist in permitting inferences from given "data" in terms of

VBto certain other (e.g., predictive) statementsin terms of VB.If Olis the statement

expressing the data, 02 the inferred statement, then the conneCtion may be

symbolized thus:

(9.1) (01-T-n—w.
Here, as in similar contexts below, ‘T' stands for the set of postulates of the

theory at hand; the arrow represents deductive implication.

Now, (9.1) holds if and only if T ' _] implies the sentence 01 3 02; so

that (9.1) is tantamount to

(9.2) (T‘J)—>(OI:02)

55. Here. and on some subsequent occasionswhere there isno danger of misunderstandings,

logical connectives are used autonyniously; the expression ‘H E—O', for example, represents

the sentence obtained by placing the triple—barsymbol (for ‘if and only if’) between the
sentencesof which 'H’ and 'O' are names.
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WWomisachEYdeamgllg.$116,...Vatsentences isclearly
accgnplisheiby_l‘i_njpnjilnction withJLIt will be convenient thereforeto

consider the postulates/ofT’together withthesentencesuof asthgpostulates of

a deductivehsygstenrT’,whichuwill‘ interpretedtheory.Itsvocabulary
V Witt be the sum of VTand VB. I h i ’7

What was noted in connection with (9.1)and (9.2)may now be restated thus:

lfan interpreted theory T’ establishesa deductive transition from O1to 02, i.e., if

(9.3) (O] ' T') —> O,B
then

(9.4) T’ —> (01 :>02)

and conversely, where T’ is the set of postulates of the interpreted

theory.

Now it can readily be shown that an interpreted theory T' establishesexactly

the same deductive connections among VB-sentencesas does the set of all those

theorems of T’ which are expressible in terms of VBalone; we will call this the

set of VB-theorems,or VB-eonsequences,of T’, and will designate it by ‘OT,’. This

means that for all purposes of deductive systematization, T' is, as we will say,

functionally equivalent to the set QT' which contains not a single theoretical
term.

The proof is as follows: The deductive transition, represented in (9.3), from

O1to 02 can be achievedjust as well by using, instead of T’, simply the sentence

01 D 02, which by virtue of (9.4) belongs to 0?; for we have, by modusponens,

(9.5) [01 - (01 :3 o,)]—> 02

And since OT, surely contains all the VB-sentencesof the form 01 I) 02 that are

implied by T', the set OT, suHices to effect all the deductive systematizations

achievable by means of T’. On the other hand, 0.1.,is no stronger in this respect

than T’; for O , permits the deductive transition from 01 to 02 only if it implies

O13 02; but in this case T’, too, implies 01 D 02, which means,in view of the

equivalence of (9.4) with (9.3), that T’ will permit the deductive transition

from O1 to Oz.

thesystqtmtiszlQLLtlmt aujutcrpretedtheerMT'~age/y'eyes‘.among
sentences expressed in tt'z1115_qLa_,ha.g'£_gq_cg_lgtthry,ans eaqutly‘tlte same_,as,that...accom

plislzed by the set OT, of those statetgteuts (theorems) qf_T’ which can be expressed in

ternary. aniline—111this sense, the theoretical terms used in T can be dispensed

But 0 , is normally an unwieldy infinite set of statements, and the question

arises therefore whether there is some generally applicable method of making

it more manageable and perspicuous by putting it into the form of anaxiomatized

theoretical system T’,,, which would be formulated in terms of VBalone. A

theorem in formal logic proved by Craig shows that this is indeed the case,pro

Transition from
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vided only that T’ satisfiescertain extremely liberal and unconfiningconditions.“

Thus Craig’s theorem has a definite bearing upon the problems raisedby the

"paradox of theorizing," which was stated in section5 in somewhatvague terms.

The theorem indicates one way in which the "paradox" can be given a clearand

precise interpretation and a rigorous proof: It shows that f0£_ap‘y_th_eorydT’

using both theoretical terms and nontheorgtical, prewgiislyiund‘erstoodones,

56. Craig's paper (1953) contains the first published account of this important theorem.

A lesscondensed and lesstechnical presentation, with explicit through brief referencesto appli

cations such as the one here considered, is given in Craig (1956).

In application to the issue we are discussing. the result obtained by Craig may be brielly

stated asfollows: Let the setVT:of primitive terms of T' and the setof postulatesofT' bespecified

effectively. i.e., in a manner providing a general procedure which, for any given expression,

will decide in a finite number of steps whether or not the expression is a primitive term (or a

postulate) of T'. Let VT; be divided. by an effective criterion that may otherwise be chosen

at will. into two mutually exclusive vocabularies, VT and VB. Finally. let the rulesof the logic

used be such that there is an effective method of determining, for any given finite sequence of

expressions, whether it is a valid deduction according to those rules.

Then there exists a general method (i.e., a method applicable in all cases meeting the

conditions just outlined) of effectively constructing (i.e., effectively characterizing the postu

lates and the rules of inference of) a new system T' 3 whose set of primitives is VBand whose

theorems are exactly those theorems of T' which contain no extralogical constants other

than those contained in VB.

Note that the theorem permits us to draw the dividing line between V, and VBwherever

we please. aslong as the criterion used to elfect the division permits us to decide in a finite number

of steps to which of the two sets a given term belongs. This condition as well as the require

ment of an effective characterization of VTrwill be trivially satisfied, for example, if VT:is finite

and its member terms as well as those of VI, and VT are specified simply by enumerating them

individually.

The further requirement of an effective characterization of the postulates and the rules

of logic for T' are so liberal that no doubt any scientific theory that has yet been considered

can be formalized in a manner that satisfiesthem—aslong asthe connections between theoretical

and observational expressions can be assumed to be expressible in the form of definite state

ments. The only important caseI am aware of in which this condition would be violated is that

of a theory for which no definite rulesof interpretation are specified—say,on the ground that

the criteria of application for theoretical expressions always have to be left somewhat vague.

A conception of this kind may have been intended, for example, by A. Wald's remark “In

order to apply [a scientific] theory to real phenomena. we need some rules for establishing

the correspondence between the idealized objects of the theory and those of the real world.

These rules will always be somewhat vague and can never form a part of the theory itself."

Wald (1942). p. 1.

The conditions of Craig's theorem are satisfiable,however, if the vaguenesshere referred

to is reflected in definite rules. Thus. for example, the interpretative sentencesfor a given theory

might take the form of statistical probability statements (a possibility mentioned in Carnap

(I956). section 5). or perhaps of logical probability statements (each specifying the logical

probability of some theoretical sentence relative to a specified sentence in observational terms,

or vice versa). Either of these procedures would yield an interpretation of a more general

kind than that characterized by the definition of an interpretative system given in section

8 of the present essay. Yet even to theories which are interpreted in this wider sense,Craig's
theorem can be applied.
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there exists, under certain very widely satisfied conditions, an axiomatized

theoretical $516133T’Bwhich uses only the nontheoretical terms of T’ andqyet

is functioiially equivalent with T' in the senseof effecting, among the sentences~~ .k'--4-- I

expressible in the non hcoretical vocabulary, exactly the same deductive con
nsctiPRS. '

Should empirical science then avail itself of this method and replace all its

theories involving assumptions about hypothetical entities by functionally

equivalent theoretical systems couched exclusively in terms which have direct

observational reference or which are, at any rate, clearly understood? There are

various reasons which make this inadvisable in consideration of the objectives

of scientific theorizing.

To begin with, let us consider the general character of Craig’s method.

Disregarding many subtle points of detail, the procedure may be described as

follows: By means of aconstructive procedure, Craig arranges allthe VB-theorems

of T’ in a sequence. This sequence is highly redundant, for it contains, for any

sentence occurring in it, also all its logical equivalents (asfar as they are expressible

in VB).Craig prescribes a procedure for eliminating many, though not all, of

these duplications. The remaining sequence therefore still contains each VB

theorem of T' in at least one of its various equivalent formulations. Finally, all

the sentences in this remaining sequence are made postulates of T’B.Thus, the

set of VB-theoremsof T' is “axiomatized” in T’Bonly in a rather Pickwickian

sense,namely by making every sentence of the set, in some of its many equivalent

formulations, apostulateof TB. Normally, the axiomatization of a setof sentences

selects as postulates just a small subset from which the rest can then be logically

derived as theorems; thus, the axiomatization presents the content of the whole

set “in a form which is psychologically or mathematically more perspicuous.”57

And since Craig’s method in effect includes all sentences that are to be axiomat

ized among the postulates of T’ , the latter, as Craig himself puts it, “fail to

simplify or to provide genuine insight."58

The loss in simplicity whichnresulutsfrom discarding th'ethegretical terms of

T’ isieflectedckircumstance‘that the setofpostulateswhichCraig’smethod

fgrgjfn is alwaysinfmite._Evenin caseswhere actually there existssome
finite subset of O ., of VB-theorems of T' from which all the restcan be deduced,

57. Craig (1956), p. 49. It may be well to note briefly two further points which were estab

lished by Craig, in the studies here referred to :(i) A theory T4may have a set of VB—consequences

that cannot be axiomatizcd by means of a finite set of postulates expressible in terms of V3.

(ii) There is no general method that permits an effective decision, for every theory T', as

to whether its VB-consequences can, or cannot, be axiomatized by means of a finite set of

postulates.

58. Craig (1956),p. 49. This fact does not detract in the least,ofcoursc, from theimportance

and interest ofCraig's result asa theorem in logic.

Severe losses
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Craig’s procedure will not yield such a subset: that is the price of its universal
applicability.

Now there are cases where an infinity of postulates may not be excessively

unwieldy; notably when the axioms are specified by means of axiom-schemata,”

i.e., by stipulations to the effect that any sentence that has one of a finite number

of specified forms (such as ‘x = x,’ for example) is to count as an axiom. But

the manner in which postulates of T’Bare specified by Craig’s method is vastly

more intricate, and the resulting system would be practically unmanageable—

to say nothing of the loss in heuristic fertility and suggestiveness which results

from the elimination of the theoretical concepts and hypotheses. For empirical

science, therefore, this method of dispensing with theoretical expressionswould

be quite unsatisfactory.

So far, we have examined the eliminability of theoretical concepts and

assumptions only in the context of deductive systematization: we considered

an interpreted theory T’ exclusively as a vehicle of establishing deductive tran

sitions among observational sentences. However, such theories may also afford

means of inductive systematization in the sense outlined in section 1; an analysis

of this function will yield a further argument against the elimination of theor

etical expressions by means of Craig’s method.

By way of illustration I will usean example which isdeliberatelyoversimplified

in order the more clearly to exhibit the essentials. Let us assume that VTcontains

the term ‘white phosphorus’, or ‘P' for short, and that the interpretative system

incorporated into T' states no suHicientobservational conditions of application

for it, but several necessary ones. These will be taken to be independent of each

other in the sensethat, though in the caseof white phosphorus they occurjointly,

any one of them occurs in certain other casesin the absenceof oneor more of the

others. Let those necessary conditions be the following: white phosphorus has

a garlic-like odor; it is soluble in turpentine, in vegetable oils, and in ether; it

produces skin burns. In symbolic notation:

(9.6) (PxD Gx)
(9.7) (x) (Px 3 Tx)

(9.8) (PxD Vx)
(9.9) (x) Px 3 Ex)

(9.10) (PxI) 8x)
All predicates other than 'P’ that occur in these sentences will belong, then, to VB.

Now let VTcontain just one term in addition to ‘P’,namely ‘hasan ignition

temperature of 30° C’, or ‘I’for short; and let there be exactly one interpretative

sentence for ‘1', to the effect that if an object has the property I then it will burst

59. On this method, first used by von Ncunmnn, see Carnap (1937), pp. 29-30 and p. 96,
where further references to the literature are given.
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into Hame if surrounded by air in which a thermometer shows a reading above

30° C. This property will be considered as observable and will be represented

by the predicate ‘F' in VB.The interpretative sentence for ‘I', then, is

(9.11) (x) (Ix D Fx)

Finally, we will assumethat the theoretical part of T’ containsone singlepostulate.

namely,

(9.12) (x) (Px D Ix)

which states that white phosphorus has an ignition temperature of 30°C. Let the

seven sentences (9.6)-(9.12) represent the total content of '1".

Then, as is readily seen, T’ has no consequences in terms of VBexcept for

purely logical truths; consequently, T' will permit a deductive transition from

one VB-sentenceto another only if the latter is logically implied by the former,

so that T' is not required to establish the connection. In other words: '1" effects

no deductive systematization among VB-sentencesat all. Nevertheless, T’ may

play an essentialrole in establishing certain explanatory or predictive connections

of an inductive kind among the VB-sentences.Suppose, for example, that a

certain object I)has been found to have all the characteristics C, T, V, E, S. In

view of the sentences (9.6)-(9.10), according to which these characteristics are

symptomatic of P, it might then well be inferred that biswhite phosphorus. This
inference would be inductive rather than deductive, and part of its strength

would derive from the mutual independence which we assumed to exist among

those five observable symptoms of white phosphorus. The sentence ‘Pb' which

has thus been inductively accepted leads, via (9.12), to the prediction '1b', which

in turn, in virtueof (9.11),yieldsthe forecast‘Fb’.Wipgtllmslhc.tranSitiOn
fron;4M§ggmomm‘g_g;£_.114ij33b1,,f,5b_i_,.;9 the observational

prediction ‘Fbl‘vv‘ligtvtulgn_trapsitignwrgquiresgininductive. Step, consisting of the

aEc‘EISEEEE'c“‘Pb’ on the strength ~0_f,the-f1ve data...sen_tcnc_cs.which support,imply,'Pb'.
On the the system'1'"Bobtainedby Craig'smethoddoesnot

lend itself to this inductive use; in fact, all its sentences are logical truths and thus

T’Bmakes no empirical assertion at all, for, aswas nored above, all the VB-theorenis

of T' are logically true statements.

Thus, if the systetnzigtigingMuse9f an interpreted theory T' is conceived as

involving inductive as well as deductiveuprOCEdures, then the corresponding

sysiticiiiVTI'Bcannot, in general, replace T’.

“M intuitively simpler method of obtaining a functional equivalent, in

observational terms, of a given interpreted theory T' is provided by an idea of

Ramsey's. In effect, the method amounts to treating all theoretical terms as

existentially quantified variables, so that all the extralogical constants that occur

in Ramsey’s manner of formulating a theory belong to the observational vocab—
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ulary.60Thus, the interpreted theory determined by the formulas (9.6)-(9.12)

would be expressed by the following sentence, which we will call the Ramsey

sentence associated with the given theory:

(9.13) (356)(an (x) [ex : (cx- Tx- Vx -Ex- 8x» - (sax: Fx) - (be : M]

This sentence is equivalent to the expression obtained by conjoining the sentences

(9.6)-(9.12), replacing ‘P’ and ‘1' throughout by the variables -‘¢>’and ‘gb’respec

tively, and prefixing existential quantifiers with regard to the latter. Thus,

(9.13) asserts that there are two properties, 45and 1,0,otherwise unspecified, such

that any object with the property 4>also has the observable properties G, T, V,

E, S; any object with the property 1,0also has the observable property E; and any

object with the property 95also has the property

An interpreted theory T’ is not, of course, logically equivalent with its

associated Ramsey-sentence any more than it is logically equivalent with the

associated Craig-system 7"“; in fact, each of the two is implied by, but does

n0t in turn imply, T’. But though the Ramsey-sentence contains, apart from

variables and logical constants, only terms from VB,it can be shown to imply

exactly the same V-sentences as does '1"; hence, it establishes exactly the same

deductive transitions among VB-sentences as does T’. In this respect then, the

Ramsey-sentence associated with T' is on a par with the Craig-system T’Bobtain

able from '1". But its logical apparatus is more extravagant than that required

by T' or by T'B. In our illustration, for example, T’ and TB contain variables

and quantifiers only with respect to individuals (physical objects), whereas the

Ramsey-sentence (9.13) contains variables and quantifiers also for properties of

individuals; thus, while T’ and 7",, require only a first-order functional calculus,

the Ramsey-sentence calls for a second-order functional calculus.

But this means that the Ramsey—sentence associated with an interpreted

theory T' avoids reference to hypothetical entities only in letter—replacing

Latin constants by Greek variables—rather than in spirit. For it still asserts the

existence of certain entities of the kind postulated by '1", without guaranteeing

any more than does ’1"that those entities are observables or at least fully charac

terizable in terms of observables. Hence, Ramsey—sentences provide no satis—

factory way of avoiding theoretical concepts.

And indeed, Ramsey himself made no such claim. Rather, his construal of

theoretical terms as existentially quantified variables appears to have been

motivated by considerations of the following kind: If theoretical terms are

treated as constants which are not fully defined in terms of antecedently under

stood observational terms, then the sentences that can formally be constructed

out of them do not have the character of assertions with fully specifiedmeanings,

60. Ramsey (1931), pp. 212-15, 231.
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which can be significantly held to be either true or false; rather, their status is

comparable to that of sentential functions, with the theoretical terms playing

the role of variables. But of a theory we want to be able to predicate truth or

falsity, and the construal of theoretical terms as existentially quantified variables

yields a formulation which meets this requirement and at the same time retains

all the intended empirical implications of the theory.

This consideration raises a further problem, which will be discussed in the
next section.

10. ON MEANING AND TRUTH OF SCIENTIFIC THEORIES

The problem suggested by Ramsey’s approach is this: If, in the manner of

section 8, we construe the theoretical terms of a theory as extralogical constants

for which the system1 provides only a partial interpretation in terms of the

antecedently understood vocabulary VB,can the sentences formed by means

of the theoretical vocabulary nevertheless be considered as meaningful sentences
which make definite assertions, and which are either true or false?

The question might seem to come under the jurisdiction of semantics, and

more specifically, of the semantical theory of truth. But this is not the case.

What the semantical theory of truth provides (under certain conditions) is a

general definition of truth for the sentencesof a given languageL. That definition

is stated in a suitable metalanguage, M, of L and permits the formulation of a

necessaryand sufiicientcondition of truth for any sentenceS of L. This condition

is expressed by a translation of S into M."1 (To be suited for its purpose, M

must therefore contain a translation of every sentenceof L and must meet certain

other conditions which are specifiedin the semantical theory of truth.) But if the

truth criteria thus stated in M are to be intelligible at all, then clearly all the trans

lations of L-statements into M must be assumed to be significant to begin with.

Instead of deciding the question as to the meaningfulness of L-sentences, the

semantical definition of truth presupposes that it has been settled antecedently.

For analogous reasons, semantics does not enable us to decide whether the

theoretical terms in a given system T' do or do not have semantical, or factual,

or ontological reference—a characteristic which some writers have considered

as distinguishing genuinely theoretical constructs from auxiliary or intervening

theoretical terms.“2One difficulty with the claims and counterclaims that have
been made\in this connection lies in the failure of the discussants to indicate

clearly what they wish to assert by attributing ontological reference to a given

61. Sec Tarski (1944). section 9.

62. On this point, see for example, MacCorquodale and Meehl (1948); Lindzey (I953);
Fcigl (1950), (1950a); Hempcl (1950); Rozcboom (1956).
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term. From a purely semanticalpoint of view, it is possible to attribute semantical

referenceto any term of a language L that is taken to be understood: the referent

can be specified in the same manner as the truth condition of a given sentencein

L, namely by translation into a suitable metalanguage. For example, using

English as a metalanguage, we might say, in reference to Freud’s terminology,

that ‘Verdraengung' designates repression, ‘Sublimierung’, sublimation, and

so on. Plainly, this kind of information is unilluminating for those who wish to
use existential reference as a distinctive characteristic of a certain kind of theor

etical term; nor does it help those who want to know whether, or in what

sense, the entities designated by theoretical terms can be said actually to exist—

a question to which we will return shortly.

Semantics,then, doesnot answerthequestionraisedatthe beginningof this

section; we have to look.“elsewhercrfogugitcria_,Q£AigD.i5.CanCC_f§rtheoretical

expressions.

Generally speaking, we might qtlal_ify_a,_theorctical_cxpressj9mintelligible

orjig'nificant it has been adequately explaincdin terms which-awe-consider as

antecedently understood. In our earlier discussion, such terms’_yge_r_§~r‘eprrgs§nted

by_-the_vocabulary“ VB(plus the terms of logic). But-now the question arises:

Whatconstiiiités an. ‘,.‘a,c1..eq.ua.t_c_’’ explanaFiQH? Ngacpsrally-.l?i9.€l£1£-EE92€1%£§S

cansbe‘spegjfigd: the answer is ultimately determined by one’s philosophical

conscience. The logical and epistemological puritan might declare intelligible

only what has been explicitly defined in terms of VB;and he might impose further

restrictions—in a nominalistic vein, for example—on the logical apparatus

that may be used in formulating the definitions. Others will find terms intro—

duced by reduction sentences quite intelligible, and still others will even counte

nance an interpretation as tenuous as that afforded by an interpretative system.

One of the most important advantages of definition lies in the fact that it ensures

the possibility of an equivalent restatement of any theoretical sentence in terms

of V3. Partial interpretation does‘not guarantee this; consequently it doesnot

provide, for every sentence expressible in theoretical terms, a necessary and

sufficient condition of truth that can be stated in terms which are antecedently

understood. This, no doubt, is the basicdifficulty that critics find with the method

of partial interpretation.

In defenseof partial interpretation, on the other hand, it canbg said that to

understandlan expression is to know how to use it, and in aformal reconstruction
the. "how to" is expressed by means of rules. Partial interpretation as GTE—have

construed it provides such rules. These show, for example, what sentences in

terms of VBalone may be inferred from sentences containing theoretical terms;

and thus they specify a set of VB-sentencesthat are implied, and hence indirectly

asserted, by an interpreted theory T'. (If the set is empty, the theory does not
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fallwithin the domain of empirical science.)CancIscly, therules alsosh0wwhat

sentences in theprerticalwtermsmay be inferred from VB-sentences.Thus, there

are glose resemblances betweeg__ourtheoretical sentences and those sentences

which are intelligible the narrower sense of being expressible entirely in

ternis-o-f—VF—Lahcircumstancewhich militates in favor of admitting theoretical

sentences into the classof significant statements.

It be mentionedthat if this policyis adopted,then we willhaveto
recognigeiassignificant(though not, of course,as interestingor investi

gating) ce’rtgininterpreted systems which surely would not qualify as potential

scientific theories. For example, let L be the conjunction of some finite number

of empirical generalizations about learning behavior, formulated in terms of an

observational vocabulary VB,and let P be the conjunction of a finite number of

arbitrary sentences formed out of a set VTof arbitrarily chosen uninterpreted

terms (for example, P might be the conjunction of the postulatesof some axiom

atization of elliptic geometry). Then, by making P the postulates of T and by

choosing the sentence P D L as the only member of our interpretative system1,

we obtain an interpreted theory T’ which explains in a trivial way all the given

empirical generalizations, since T °_]plainly implies L. Yet, needless to say, T'

would not be considered a satisfactory learning theory.63 The characteristic

here illustrated does not vitiate our analysis of partial interpretation, since the

latter does not claim that every partially interpreted theoretical system is a

potentially interesting theory; and indeed, even the requirement of full definition

of all theoretical terms by means of VBstill leavesroom for similarly unrewarding

“theories.” Examples like our mock “learning theory" simply remind us that,

in additionto having. an empirical interpretation (which is necessary if there

are to any empirically testable consequences) a good scielritifichtheoryJmust

satisfy various important further conditions; its VB-consequencesVmust be

eiiip‘iri—cnallywell confirmed; it must effect a logically simple systeiigatization of

the pErti’nen'tIVE-sentences,it must suggest further empirical laws, and so forth.

Ifihg sentencesof a partially interpreted theory T’ are grantedthe Statusof

significga‘ritgatcments, can be said to be eithertrueor.falsetthen the
question, touched upon earlier in this section, as to the factti_al',referhen_geof

theé’géfgg‘fiEFiii‘s,"can’bewdealt with in amquitel.istraightfoirwarydinanner: To

assert that the terms of a given theory have factual reference, that the entities”

they purport to refer to'actually exist, is tantamount to asserting that what the

‘ECEX-F¢11§_-U§_i,S.trsuc;and this in turn. is. talltajlloum t0. 3.559998. t_]}<?_,th¢0r)’

()3. It is ofinterest to note here that ifin addition to the conditions specified in section8, an

interpreted theory were also required to meet the criteria of significancefor theoretical terms

and. sentences that have recently been proposed by Carnap (1956 sections 6, 7, 8), then the

terms and the sentences of our mock "learning theory" would be ruled out as nonsignificant.
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When we say, for example, that the elementary particles of contemporary

physical theory actually exist, we assert that there occur in the universe particles

of the various kinds indicated by physical theory, governed by specified physical

laws, and showing certain specific kinds of observable symptoms of their

presence in certain specified circumstances. But this is tantamount to asserting

the truth of the (interpreted) physical theory of elementary particles. Similarly,

asserting the existence of the drives, reserves, habit strengths, and the like postu

lated by a‘given theory of learning amounts to affirming the truth of the system

consistingof the statements of the theory and its empirical interpretation.“

Thus understood, the existenceof hypothetical entities withspegfigdcharac

teristics and interrelations, as assumed by a given theory, can be examinpd

inductively in the same sense in which the truth of the theory itself can be.ex

amined namely, by empirical tests of its VB-consequences.

According to the conception just outlined, we have to attribute factual

reference to all the (extra-logical) terms of a theory if that theory is true; hence,

this characteristic provides no basisfor a semantical dichotomy in the theoretical

vocabulary. Also, the factual reference, as here construed, of theoretical terms

does not depend on whether those terms are avoidable in favor of expressions

couched in terms of VBalone. Even if all the theoretical terms of a theory T'

are explicitly defined in terms of VB, so that their use affords a convenient

shorthand way of saying what could also be said by means of VBalone, they will

still have factual reference if what the theory says is true.

The preceding observations on truth and factual reference in regard to

partially interpreted theories rest on the assumption that the sentencesggfsuch

theories are accorded the status of statements. For those who find this assumption

unacceptable, there are at least two other ways of construing what have

called an interpreted theory. The first of these is Ramsey’smethod, which was

described in the previous section. It has the very attractive feature of representing

an interpreted theory in the form of a bona fide statement, which contains no

extra-logical constants other than those contained in VB,and which has exactly

the same VB-consequencesas the theory stated in terms of incompletely inter

64. More precisely, the assertion that there exist entities of the various kinds (such as

hypothetical objects and events and their various qualitative and quantitative properties and

relations) postulated by an interpreted theory T' is expressed by the Ramsey-sentence asso

ciated with T'. It is obtained by replacing all theoretical constants in the conjunction of the

postulates ot‘T' by variables and binding all these by existential quantifiers placed before the

resulting expression. The sentence thus obtained is a logical consequenceofthe postulates ofT';

but the converse does nut hold; hence strictly speaking, the assertion of the existenceof the var

ious hypothetical entities assumed in a theory is logically weaker than the theory itself.

For suggestive observations on the question of the reality of theoretical entities, see,

for example, Toulmin (1953), pp. 134-139 and Smart (1956).
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preted theoretical constants. It is perhaps the most satisfactoryway of conceiving

the logical character of a scientific theory, and it will be objectionable mainly,

or perhaps only, to those who, on philosophical grounds, are opposed to the

ontological commitments65 involved in countenancing variables that range

over domains other than that of the individuals of the theory (suchas,for example

the set of all quantitative characteristics of physical objects, or the set of all

dyadic relations among them, or sets of such sets, and so forth).

Those finally, who, like the contemporary nominalists, reject such strong

ontological commitments, may adopt a conception of scientific theories, not

as significant statements, but as intricate devices for inferring, from intelligible

initial statements, expressed in terms of an antecedently understood vocabulary

V , certain other, again intelligible, statements in terms of that vocabulary.“

The nominalistically inclined may then construe theoretical terms asmeaningless

auxiliary marks, which serve as convenient symbolic devices in the transition

from one set of experiential statements to another. To be sure, the conception

of laws and theories as extralogical principles of inference does not reflect the

way in which they are used by theoretical scientists.In publications dealing with

problems of theoretical physics, or biology, or psychology, for example, sen

tences containing theoretical terms are normally treated on a par with those

which serve to describe empirical data: together with the latter, they function

as premises and as conclusions of deductive and of inductive arguments. And

indeed, for the working scientist the actual formulation and use of theoretical

principles as complex extralogical rules of inference would be a hindrance

rather than a help. However, the purpose of those who suggest this conception
is not, of course, to facilitate the work of the scientist but rather to clarify the

import of his formulations; and from the viewpoint of a philosophical analyst

with nominalistic inclinations the proposed View of scientific sentences which

by his standards are not admissible as statements does represent an advance in
clarification.

()5. The concept is used here in Quinc‘s sense, according to which a theory is ontologically
committed to those entities which must be included in the domains over which its bound

variables range if the theory is to be true. Quine develops and defends this idea in several

of the essays comprising his book (1953).

()6. The conception of laws or theories as inferential principles has been suggested, but by

no means generally from a nominalistic point of view, by severalauthors; among them Schlick

(1931), pp. 151and 155; Ramsey(l93l), p. 241 ;Ryle(1949), especiallypp. 120-25; and Toulmin

(1953). Chapters Ill and IV. (Toulmin remarks, however, that to think of laws of nature

as rules or licenses “reflects only a partof their nature" (lot. (it, p. 105).)See also Braithwaite’s

discussion of the issue in (1953). pp. 85-87. Finally, Popper’s essay (1956) contains several

critical and constructive comments that bear on this issueand on some of the other questions

discussed in the present study.
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However, the question posed by the theoretician’s dilemma can be raised

also in regard to the two alternative conceptions of the status of a theory. Con

cerning Ramsey’s formulation, we may ask whether it is not possible to dispense

altogether with the existentially quantified variables which represent the theor

etical terms, and thus to avoid the ontological commitment they require, without

sacrificingany of the deductive connections that the Ramsey-sentence establishes

among VB-sentences.And in regard to theories conceived as inferential devices,

we may ask whether they. cannot be replaced by a functionally equivalent set

of rules—i.e., one establishing exactly the same inferential transitions among

VB-sentences—whichuses none of the “meaningless marks."

To both questions, Craig's theorem gives an affirmative answer by providing

a general method for constructing the desired kind of equivalent. But again, in

both cases, the result has the shortcomings mentioned in section 8. First, the

method would replace the Ramsey-sentence by an infinite set of postulates, or

the body of inferential rules by an infinite set of rules, in terms of VB,and would

thus lead to a loss of economy. Second, the resulting system of postulates or of

inferential rules would not lend itself to inductive prediction and explanation.

And third, it would have the pragmatic defect, partly reflected already in the

second point, of being less fruitful heuristically than the system using theoretical
terms.

O_urargumcnt_(5.1),the theoretician's dilemma, took,it to besolgpurpose

of a theory to establish deductive connections.among observation.sentences.If
this were the case, theoretical terms would indeed be unnecessaryuButHi‘fit is

recognized that a satisfaCtorytheory should provide possibilitiesalsoer “induc

tive’explanatory and predictive use andthat it should achieve systematic. CCQJLOIHY

and heuristic fertility, then _it is clear that theoretical formulations cannot be

replaced by expressions in terms of obicrvablcs only; the theoretician’s dilemma,

with its conclusion to the contrary, is seen to rest on a false premise.
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